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Abstract
Wildfire events are expected to increase with the changing climate; thereby increasing atmospheric, 
economic, and anthropogenic impacts. Gaining a real-time understanding of the evolution of 
wildfire events can benefit regional meteorology models, global atmospheric models, and hazard 
warning systems. As a result, an attempt at modeling the evolution of wildfire was undertaken 
utilizing 8 years of daily meteorological variables and fire radiative power (FRP) provided by the 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting from 2003 to 2010. 
Fire Radiative Power (FRP) measures the rate of radiative energy emitted by active wildfire events 
across the globe. FRP is observed from MODIS sensors aboard the sun-synchronous Terra and 
Aqua satellites and provides a unique way to incorporate active wildfire information into climate 
models and weather forecasting. Observations have shown that the amount of FRP is related to the 
rate at which fuel is being consumed, linking it directly to the fuel load of ecosystems. The impact 
of meteorological variables on the behavior of FRP, on a daily basis, is expected to show an 
observable relationship. Modeling this relationship is the primary objective of the thesis. 
Meteorological variables and a time-delayed FRP value were established as independent variables 
for linear regression modeling. The relative change in FRP (ΔFRP) functioned as the dependent 
variable. Three distinct ecosystems (Equatorial, Warm Temperate, and Boreal) were included to 
account for vegetation structure and fuel load. Ecosystem selection was performed using the climate 
based Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification which created approximately homogeneous 
ecosystems based off of observed temperature and precipitation values.
Covariate analysis showed no significant correlation between the independent variables and ΔFRP. 
Mann-Whitney U Tests identified ecosystems where statistically significant trends were observed 
and suggested opportunities for successful linear regression modeling. Both linear and non-linear 
relationships were accounted for in the application of a Bayesian Information Criteria to the linear 
regression modeling. The linear regression results did not produce a successful model and the 
impact of meteorological variables on FRP was not observable.
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Introduction
Fire is a natural component of the earth's carbon system and plays an integral part in maintaining 
ecosystems by influencing vegetation distribution and structure (Bowman, Balch, & Artaxo, 2009). 
Fire is also utilized as an anthropogenic landscape management tool to control vegetation structure 
and clear land for agriculture. According to Golding (2011), “wildfires oxidize 1.7 to 4.1 GtC per 
year which represents about 3-8% of total terrestrial Net Primary Productivity” of atmospheric 
carbon. Whether natural or anthropogenic forces ignite wildfires, their occurrence poses several 
problems that impact the surrounding landscape, atmosphere, and population centers. 
Wildfire events generate significant emissions of greenhouse gases such as methane and carbon 
dioxide which contribute directly to the greenhouse effect. In addition to greenhouse gases, fires are 
a significant source of black carbon and aerosol particles (Werd et al., 2004; Ramanathan & 
Carmichael, 2008; Vermote et al., 2009).  Wildfires create a significant impact on the larger earth 
system and atmosphere, while also generating a significant impact on the human scale. Peterson 
(2013) states that fires may interact with meteorological processes a great distance away. Fine 
particulate matter and aerosols emitted by wildfire poses a direct risk to human health by impacting 
air quality and visibility (Kinney, 2008; Konovalov, Beekmann, Kuznetsova, Yurova, & 
Zvyagintsev, 2011). Wildfire occurring in the urban-rural interface also creates significant economic 
damage to property, agriculture, and forestry (Barker, 2007). Fire frequency, size, intensity and 
seasonality shape forest composition and production, controlling and limiting economic gain and 
altering the ecosystem (Easterling, Aggarwal, & Batima, 2007).
According to Bowman et al. (2009), “at the landscape scale, fire responds predictability to variation 
in fuel types, vegetation structure, topographic features and weather conditions.” An active wildfire 
event intersects these factors thereby influencing the atmosphere, biosphere and hydrosphere. Each 
fire event is in turn impacted by the fuel type, moisture content and combustion type which are 
subject to temperature and available oxygen (Bowman et al., 2009). Additionally work by Golding 
(2011) determined that temperature, precipitation, relative humidity and wind speed are the key 
meteorological factors that affect wildfires. Fire responds to complex mechanisms and is very 
challenging to model.
On a daily scale, climate primarily effects the moisture content of fuel, but the impact of climate 
extends beyond that when considering longer time scales. Over a medium time scale (seasonal to 
yearly), climate is poised to alter the vegetation structure and subsequently the fuel type of a given 
region.  Over a longer time scale, climate can impact topographic features of the region. The short 
term effects of climate are of primary consideration for this thesis; however, with a changing 
climate, the medium term impacts of climate are expected to dictate seasonal occurrence of wildfire 
events (Easterling et al., 2007).
Meteorological variables impacting fires fall into two primary groups; moisture and movement. 
Both of these groups are critical in determining fuel moisture and fire spread. It is unclear which 
group will be more pertinent for this modeling effort. Typically, variables in the moisture group 
directly impact fuel moisture and exhibit an inverse relation to fire growth. Increases in fuel 
moisture decrease fire growth and vice versa. Additionally, precipitation drives the net primary 
productivity effectively increasing fuel load (Lehsten, Harmand, Palumbo, & Arneth, 2010). 
Variables in the movement group interact with fuel moisture via evaporation and exhibit a direct 
relationship with the fire growth, e.g. increased wind and increased air temperature leads to drier 
fuel and increase fire growth.  
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The impact of both variable groups is effective over different time scales varying from daily to 
seasonal (Freeborn, Wooster, & Roberts, 2011). Climate variables such as air temperature and wind 
speed influence the diurnal behavior of fires while precipitation events have an immediate effect 
when present. The immediate impact of precipitation events enable easier forecasting of the decay 
of fire events compared to the growth of fire events (Peterson et al., 2013). Drought conditions 
represent a seasonal impact. Suppressed precipitation and high temperatures over a season effect the 
lifespan of wildfire events. According to Peterson et al. (2013), “the duration of dry conditions 
typically has a much stronger relation to burned area observations than the total seasonal 
precipitation and therefore sets the stage for active fire weather conditions.” Both variable groups, 
moisture and movement, impact fire conditions on short term and long term timescales. It is unclear 
which has the greater impact and this uncertainty serves as a motivation for the research. 
Expectations for significant meteorological variables that dictate the behavior of fire were obtained 
from pre-existing fire indices. Evaluating these indices guide the focus of the research and 
illuminate the important meteorological variables in regard to wildfire events. The meteorological 
variables utilized by the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS) include surface 
temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, and wind speed. The goal of the CFFDRS is to determine 
biomass moisture content; thereby predicting daily fire potential and spread in the unique boreal 
ecosystem (Peterson et al., 2013). Two other fire indices, the McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index 
(FFDI) and Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) were compared by Dowdy et al. (2009) and 
determined to be similar on the broad scale and complementary, even though they were developed 
for Australia (FFDI) and Canada (FWI). Dowdy also determined that fire indices were most 
sensitive to wind speed, followed by relative humidity, and temperature. Furthermore the Angstrom 
Index utilizes temperature and relative humidity, in addition to precipitation to determine ignition 
likelihood.  Golding (2011) goes onto note that “changes in land cover and vegetation will strongly 
influence how the FFDI applies in practice. Other non-meteorological changes, such as population, 
will also influence the risk of forest fires.” The impacts of climate change on fire occurrence and 
persistence are unpredictable due to the effects expected on both the meteorological variables and 
the vegetation structure. 
According to Easterling et al. (2007), authors of the Food Fibre and Forest Products chapter in the 
fourth assessment from the IPCC, “there is uncertainty associated with the studies of climate change 
and forest fires; however, current modeling studies suggest that increased temperatures and longer 
growing seasons will elevate fire risk in connection with increased aridity.” They go on to cite the 
work of Crozier and Dwyer (2006) and Flannigan et al. (2005) who both predict an increase 
wildfire occurrence. Crozier and Dwyer focused on the United States in a changing climate and 
indicated the “possibility of a 10% increase in the seasonal severity of fire hazard”. While 
Flannigan et al. focused on the burned area in Canada and “projected as much as 74-118% increase 
of the area burned in Canada by the end of the 21st century”. Similarly, Golding (2011) states that 
the largest proportional increases of fire danger is expected under the A1B scenarios for Europe, 
Amazonia and parts of North America and East Asia. The primary mechanism that Golding cites for  
increases in fire danger is the increasing temperatures which increase daily maximum temperatures, 
and also reduce relative humidity. Needless to say, with the global rise in temperature, decreased 
soil moisture, extended periods of drought and a longer growing season, the occurrence of wild fire 
is most likely to increase. And fire induced emissions will influence future climate scenarios and 
fire weather (Bowman et al., 2009; Easterling et al., 2007; Westerling, Hidalgo, Cayan, & Swetnam, 
2006).
The particular impacts of climate change on specific meteorological variables can be challenging to 
predict and model and require specific attention. Easterling et al., (2007) highlights a particularly 
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hard to model process that is expected to increase. The positive feedback observed between 
deforestation, forest fragmentation, wildfire occurrence and increased frequency of droughts exists 
in the Amazon basin. Which is an area expected to experience temperature increases which may 
trigger massive deforestation. Complex feedback loops, insects and extreme events are identified by 
Easterling as challenging drivers to model. This challenge is further when considering the impact of 
climate change on wind and precipitation (Golding & Caesar, 2011). Incorporating these complex 
drivers requires models focusing on a longer time scale than that considered for this thesis. 
However; a sound understanding of short-term effects of meteorological variables on fire radiative 
power (FRP) would be beneficial to managing increased fire occurrence through predictive 
modeling of fire evolution.
Similar research and attempts have been made to model the evolution of fires. Peterson et al., 
(2013) states that common attempts at modeling focus primarily on ignition events and are assessed 
on a seasonal or monthly basis, which is concurrent with the literature review.  This seasonal and 
monthly focus has provided a robust understanding of meteorological drivers and missing 
components poised to improve modeling. Research, performed by Golding (2011), has established 
the “primary meteorological driver of projected changes in forest fire danger on a global scale is 
generally temperature, followed by relative humidity which itself is strongly influenced by 
temperature.” Additionally, Easterling et al. (2007) has acknowledged the absence of key ecological 
processes typically modeled by dynamic global vegetation models. Inclusion of fire effects into 
these vegetation models allow better predictions of climate-induced vegetative change.  This will 
also help to highlight the importance of temperature, relative humidity, and vegetation structure in 
modeling efforts.
There was one modeling effort similar to, but more detailed than this research, which was 
discovered after the establishment and execution of the methods for this research. Peterson et al., 
(2013) made the first attempt at a numerical weather prediction (NWP) to characterize the impact of 
meteorological conditions on the following day fire activity. They included ignition and spread 
potential to enhance the forecasting of smoke emission over large spatial scales. 
They were prompted to explore usage of NWP data to capture day-to-day changes in fire activity by 
the 2008 paper from Mölders where a Weather Research and Forecasting model successfully 
calculated fire weather indices at a spatiotemporal resolution of 1.0º and 6-h for interior Alaska. The 
focus of the Peterson et al. (2013) paper was focused on the North American boreal forest. Using 
fire count data recorded from the MODIS sensors aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites, the objective 
was to establish an empirical relationship between weather, fire ignition and fire evolution. The 
objective was achieved through inclusion of a fire weather index, initial spread index, fine fuel 
moisture content, synoptic index, moisture index and relative humidity. Their approach to modeling 
fire evolution was more detailed than this research and helped to illuminate the challenges of 
predicting fire evolution. 
Considering the complex nature of fire modeling. It is the objective of this thesis to explore the 
relationships between meteorological variables and FRP. Focusing on a global scale and 
highlighting three distinct ecosystems will enable a better understanding of the evolution of wildfire 
events. Variables related to both movement and moisture will be included in the research. Through 
covariate analysis and Mann-Whitney U tests, the relationships between FRP and meteorological 
variables will be determined. This knowledge can be applied to linear regression modeling with a 
Bayesian Information Criteria to generate predictive models for each major ecosystem. This process 
will be done for three ecosystems where fire is featured prominently in the landscape, those being 
the Boreal ecosystem, Mediterranean ecosystem, and Equatorial ecosystems.
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Hypothesis
The predicted increase in wildfire activity due to long term climate trends and the poor 
predictability of the evolution of wildfires limits the accuracy of multi-day forecasts (Easterling et 
al., 2007; J. W. Kaiser et al., 2012). Furthermore, there are differing opinions as to which 
meteorological variable has the strongest impact on the evolution of fire evolution. These 
uncertainties serve as the primary motivation for this research. 
As a result they have prompted the establishment of two hypotheses guiding the research.  First, 
meteorological data can be used to predict future FRP values and improve realtime forecasting of 
wildfire events. Second, considering the prominent meteorological variables in existing indices, 
moisture variables will have a more significant impact on FRP than movement variables. 
Data
There were three primary sources of data required for analysis and development of the short term 
wildfire model; fire radiative power (FRP) values, meteorological values, and land classification 
values. All data used in the analysis and development was provided over the whole globe in grid 
cells measuring 0.5° x 0.5°.  Daily values were used for model development and evaluation from 
2003 to 2010, with the years 2003-2007 serving as the development dataset and 2008-2010 serving 
as the evaluation dataset. Unlike most other research regarding the relationship between 
meteorological variables and wildfire evolution, the linear regression modeling was conducted for 
daily variables rather than monthly or seasonally. All of the raw data used in the model development 
and analysis was provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting 
(ECMWF).  
Computer Programs
Dataset construction required the use of Climate Data Operators (CDO) while the covariate analysis 
and model development and evaluation were performed with the statistical computing software R. 
CDO provided the means by which to join the two independent datasets of FRP values and 
meteorological variables through bilinear interpolation. Preceding this, the latitude and longitude 
were corrected to remain uniform throughout the dataset, and the 8x daily meteorological variables 
were transformed to represent single day values by selecting the maximum, minimum, or total value 
for each day. Furthermore, zone selection was conducted through CDO when the two datasets were 
joined. At this point, the R program was utilized to add the time delayed information, calculate the 
ΔFRP, and select short-term wildfire events by the ΔFRP. Additionally, R was used for table 
formation, generation of graphics, statistical analysis, model development and model evaluation. 
Fire Radiative Power
FRP is the rate of radiative energy emitted by an active fire in W/m2. The Global Fire Assimilation 
System (GFASv1.0) uses FRP observations to determine current fire events and calculate biomass 
burning emissions. According to Csiszar et al (2009), there is a strong empirical relationship 
between rate of combustion that allows CO2 emission rates from a fire to be estimated from FRP 
observations. Furthermore, ground-truthing for small-scale experimental fires have shown that the 
amount of FRP is related to the rate at which fuel is being consumed (Csiszar 2009). 
These observations are made using the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) 
aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites (J. Kaiser, Suttie, & Flemming, 2009; J. W. Kaiser et al., 2012). 
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Specifically, the FRP observations are obtained by measuring the thermal emissive bands at 3.9 μm 
and 11.0 μm and represent the rate of release of fire radiative energy (Freeborn et al., 2011; Giglio, 
2010; Ichoku & Kaufman, 2005). By comparing the difference of the mid infrared spectral range of 
the fire pixel radiance to the background radiance of surrounding pixels the same pixel, the 
proportional FRP can be determined. These measurements over each pixel generate a grid-related 
data layer summarizing the fire pixel information (Giglio et al. 2003; Justice et al. 2003). While the 
process of determining FRP is performed for each pixel, the FRP values assumed to represent the 
whole grid cell. MODIS observations include two dimensions to each measurement: the primary 
FRP value along with a secondary value detailing the effective satellite observations of each grid 
cell (J. W. Kaiser et al., 2012; Konovalov et al., 2011; Wooster, Roberts, Perry, & Kaufman, 2005). 
Effective satellite passes are limited by the sun-synchronous orbit of the Terra and Aqua satellites. 
MODIS observations are limited to cloud free days and disregard observations over snow, ice, and 
bodies of water (Kaiser et al. 2012). 
The original format for FRP measurements were as Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) files. 
The raw FRP data were as daily values for 2003-2010 with corresponding latitudes and longitudes 
to match other data. Applications of these FRP values can be visualized in Figure 1, where they 
were used to calculate the average distribution of carbon combustion (gC a-1 m-2) over the years 
2003-2008 (J. W. Kaiser et al., 2012).
The effective satellite passes of FRP measurements were included in the NetCDF files and were 
immediately evaluated in the dataset using CDO; selecting all FRP events with the effective satellite 
passes greater than zero (J. W. Kaiser et al., 2012). These FRP measurements were used in 
conjunction with meteorological variables as well as land type classes in an attempt to predict the 
change in FRP from one day to the next, highlighting significant relationships between FRP and 
explanatory meteorological variables.
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Figure 1: This map, from Kaiser et al., 2012, was consulted to aid in the selection of  Köppen-Geiger Climate regions 
for modeling. This map shows the average distribution of carbon combustion (gC a-1 m-2) over the years 2003-2008. 
Selection of regions for the analysis was done visually and in an attempt to cover critical areas where carbon 
combustion was observed (Kaiser et al., 2012).
It should be noted that, for all intents and purposes, the terms wildfire size and wildfire intensity are 
used interchangeably in this paper. Acknowledging the fact that these two concepts are vastly 
different, the resolution of the 0.5º grid cell and lack of spatial autocorrelation in analysis 
effectively draw these two concepts together in regards to FRP. Whether the wildfire event is more 
intense or it covers a larger percentage of the grid cell cannot be determined from the data; the 
corresponding FRP value is the same. Thereby, when discussing large fire events, this primarily 
refers to large FRP values and does not speak to the size or intensity of the wildfire event. 
Meteorological Variables
The ECMWF provided the six meteorological variables that were used to analyze the behavior of 
fire events. These variables were produced from the Integrated Forecast System from ECMWF 
which is an operational meteorological forecasting model. The six variables included in the analysis 
were the volumetric soil water content, 10 meter wind gusts, large scale precipitation, convective 
precipitation, 2 meter air temperature, and 2 meter dew point temperature measurements. According 
to IFS Documentation IV. Physical Processes published by ECMWF, the wind gusts, air 
temperature, and dew point temperature are calculated in the post-processing of ECMWF's 
turbulent transport and interactions model. The convective precipitation and large scale 
precipitation is derived from cloud microphysics related to the cloud and convection model. This 
approach does not differentiate between snow and rain as forms of precipitation. Snow and rain 
both impact the evolution of wildfire in the same way, thus there is no distinction made in this 
research. Finally, soil water content was determined from surface parameterization accounting for 
interception, soil properties, runoff, and water transport in frozen soil (ECMWF 2012).
The original data format for the meteorological variables were as a GRIB file, with eight daily 
values per variable and covering the globe in 0.5° x 0.5° grid cells. Modifications for the variables 
were required to match the daily values of the FRP measurements. Table 1 summarizes actions 
taken for each variable to modify the eight daily variables into one. There was no interpolation 
performed for this raw data; rather, maximum daily values, minimum daily values and summated 
values were used to represent the meteorological variables over an individual day. Once the 
meteorological variables were converted to daily values, a bilinear interpolation was performed 
with CDO to insure grid cells matched that of the FRP values. With the two data sets combined, the 
relationship between FRP and the meteorological variables was investigated and will be discussed 
in the methods section.
Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification
The primary role for the Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification was to control for the variation 
inherent in the world's ecosystems. Accounting for ecosystem type is important when considering 
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Table 1: Summarization of the six meteorological variables used in the analysis and provided by 
the ECMWF. Modification refers to the way in which variables were transformed from 4 hour (8x 
daily) measurements to 24 hour (daily) measurements. 
how crucial fuel load and vegetation structure is to fire behavior. In addition to weather conditions, 
the behavior and response of fires is closely linked to fuel type and vegetation structures present in 
each ecosystem (Bowman et al., 2009). Applying this classification to the data allowed for 
consideration and evaluation of the effects of weather conditions on fires in specific ecosystems. 
The Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification was based on the 5 vegetation zones determined by 
French botanist De Candolle. These groups are the equatorial zone, arid zone, warm temperate 
zone, snow zone and polar zone. The determination of these vegetation groups were based 
temperature and precipitation. The classification presents a unique connection between 
climatological variables and vegetation type. The index for precipitation includes the fully humid, 
dry summer, dry winter, and monsoon designations for equatorial, warm temperate, and snow 
zones. While the precipitation index for the arid and polar zones respectively are steppe and desert, 
frost and tundra designations respectively. The temperature index for the equatorial, warm 
temperate, and snow zones are hot summer, warm summer, cool summer, cold winter and extremely 
continental. While the arid zones have hot and cold classifications, polar has one temperature 
designation. The combinations of zone, temperature, and precipitation indices result in 31 distinct 
vegetation types unique to each region, and thus provide a means select specific regions and 
measure the impact of weather conditions. A detailed map of the classifications can be found in 
Appendix 1: Köppen-Geiger Climate Map. From the inception of the concept by Vladimir Köppen 
in 1884, the classification system has been updated to incorporate a more robust body of 
information valid for the second half of the 20th century (Kottek, Grieser, Beck, Rudolf, & Rubel, 
2006).
In the analysis and model development, the Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification map represented 
the years 1976-2000.  These climate classifications, determined over a 0.5º grid globally, were 
generated with observed global temperature and precipitation values. Observed temperature 
observations were provided by the Climatic Research Unit of the University of East Anglia and 
precipitation observations were provided by the Global Precipitation Climatology Center (Rubel & 
Kottek, 2010). For the analysis, selected regions accounted for ecosystems of the Warm Temperate 
zones in the Mediterranean, Snow zones in the boreal regions, and Equatorial zones over the 
equator.
Methods
The whole data set, from 2003 to 2010, was divided into two parts to allow for covariate analysis, 
model development and model evaluation. Data used for the covariate analysis and model 
development was from 2003-2007.  The goal of model development was two-fold. First, there was 
an interest in identifying the significant meteorological variables influencing the behavior of fire 
events and second, to determine if these meteorological variables were the same over all 
ecosystems. The model evaluation used the three final years of data, 2008-2010. In addition to the 
temporal separation of the data, nine climate classification regions were selected to represent three 
distinct zones based off of the Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification. To appropriately evaluate 
wildfire events and their relationship with the meteorological variables, selection of the active 
events was necessary. This was done through R by selecting all FRP measurements greater than 
zero and including corresponding meteorological data. 
Figure 2 is a flow chart detailing the work undertaken for the analysis, highlighting the processes, 
datasets and output.  It was necessary to expand the covariate analysis because of the absence of 
significant trends prohibiting clear conclusions. The covariate analysis led to selection of regions 
where the best relationships were observed in order to streamline the modeling process. After the 
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Figure 2: Flow chart detailing the stages of analysis to develop the linear regression model to predict FRP behavior. 
The flowchart includes: changes and modifications to the dataset (yellow circles), statistical and analytical processes 
applied to the data (blue rectangles), output from analysis for interpretation, both as tables and graphs (white 
parallelograms), and specific steps for the development of the linear regression model (red box border). 
final selection, linear modeling was possible and a brief analysis was performed.
Zone Selection
The impact of vegetation structure and fuel type on fire behavior is clear. The means by which to 
incorporate this significant component dictating fire size and behavior was achieved through the 
selection of different Köppen-Geiger classes, in an effort to create a more uniform vegetation 
distribution. Region selection provided an opportunity to evaluate the meteorological impacts for 
different regions and also created a way to compare the impact of different meteorological variables 
between different vegetation distributions. 
The selection of regions was performed by visually comparing two maps (Figure 1 and the map 
found in Appendix 1: Köppen-Geiger Climate Map) with three goals.  The primary goal was to 
select regions where there had been FRP values observed in the past. The secondary goal was to 
select significantly different main climates. Typical climate conditions, fuel loads and ecosystems 
types were the primary differences that were highlighted through this selection. The final goal was 
to offer a range of different FRP intensities. Equatorial regions showed the highest FRP averages 
while polar latitudes exhibited lower but measurable FRP averages. Furthermore, precipitation and 
temperature trends were considered for the selection based on their intricate role in the creation of 
the Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification.  
With these goals in mind, three of the five main climates, identified by Köppen-Geiger, were 
selected. These three main climates selected for model development were the Equatorial, Warm 
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Table 2: Summary of the full names, according to the 
Köppen-Geiger Classification, for each region selected in 
the analysis. The three zones are separated by the first 
qualifier in each row. The regions making up the Equatorial 
zone differ by humidity and precipitation, while the regions 
comprising the warm temperate and snow zones differ by air 
temperature. 
Table 3: Summary of the different precipitation and temperature criterion of each region 
are presented in the table above. These criteria were transcribed from the updated Köppen-
Geiger Climate Classification paper from Kottek et al., 2006.
Temperate, and Snow Climates. Furthermore, from each main climate, three regions were chosen to 
offer a representation of the main climate. Table 2, provides the full description of the 9 regions 
selected along with the class identifier for each Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification. The regions 
that composed each zone differed either by temperature or precipitation, not both. The criteria for 
the precipitation and temperature developed by Köppen and modified by Geiger is listed in Table 3 
(Kottek et al., 2006). Regions composing the Equatorial zone varied over the precipitation gradient, 
while the regions composing the Warm Temperate and Snow zones varied in their temperature 
designations.
Additional Data
Although meteorological data from the ECMWF provide a robust picture of the daily weather at 
each location, there were several additional variables calculated to assist in covariate analysis and 
model development. Most importantly, ΔFRP was generated at this stage. ΔFRP quantified the 
change in FRP values from one day to the next; it also incorporated the temporal nature of the 
research objective. In an effort to predict the percentage change, ΔFRP was calculated as a ratio. As 
such, ΔFRP represents the dependent variable for the model, the variable that model development 
was directed towards. 
Relative Humidity
Relative humidity was included in the model development because of it's pertinent representation of 
water vapor in the air, it's ability to relate air temperature and moisture, and it's frequent inclusion in 
various fire indices. While the dew point temperature was provided by the ECMWF, relative 
humidity was needed for the Angstrom Index calculation. Determining relative humidity is a simple 
calculation utilizing 2 meter air temperature and 2 meter dew point temperature values provided by 
the ECMWF. Equation 1 was used to calculate relative humidity in R that was later used for 
Angstrom Index calculations and model development. 
Where a = 17.271 and b = 237.7. This formula was based on the August-Roche-Magnus 
approximation and is considered a highly accurate conversion (Lawrence, 2005). Furthermore, this 
conversion is considered valid for 0 ºC < T < 60 ºC & 0 ºC < Td < 50 ºC which accounts for most of 
the FRP events. 
Angstrom Index
The Angstrom Index was also included in model development in hopes that a pre-existing and 
validated index can be used in modeling of the ΔFRP.  The Angstrom Index (Equation 2) is a 
Swedish based fire ignition index developed for Scandinavia (Chandler et al. 1983). It is based on 
temperature and relative humidity and identifies favorable ignition conditions for fire events. As this 
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Equation 1:Relative Humidity
RH=100∗
exp(
a T d
b T d
)
exp(a T
bT
)
is developed for Scandinavia, it is expected to perform best for the Snow zone. The expected 
response of fire, based on the Angstrom Index is detailed below in Table 4. Lower values indicate 
an increased opportunity of fire occurrence while larger values indicate that fire is unlikely.  As a 
general benchmark, it provides another way to determine if the behavior of FRP and ΔFRP are 
acting logically.
Temporal Aspects and ΔFRP
A temporal autocorrelation was performed for the dataset and focused on the behavior of FRP, large 
scale precipitation and convective precipitation. Prompted by the evaluation of these 
autocorrelations and expected behavior of the independent variables, four additional variables 
reflecting the prior day's value were included.  In each stage of the analysis and model development, 
the preceding day's FRP variable (FRP0) was included in the dataset. While FRP0 is directly used in 
the generation of the dependent variable, it's role in explaining the behavior is critically important. 
As a result, FRP0 is considered an independent variable because of it's explanatory role in the 
behavior of ΔFRP. Furthermore, the autocorrelation was evaluated for all regions and zones and 
summarizes the values from the autocorrelation of FRP for the three zones (Equatorial, Warm 
Temperate, and Snow) in Table 5 found in the results section. From the evaluation of the 
autocorrelation, it was evident that the inclusion of the temporal aspects of FRP values would be 
prudent.  
To reflect this autocorrelation and generate a value upon which to focus the modeling effort, the 
FRP0 values were used in conjunction with the present FRP value to yield the ΔFRP. The ΔFRP 
functioned as the dependent variable in model development.  The formula used to generate the 
ΔFRP is shown in Equation 3.  Essentially, ΔFRP shows the relative percentage of the FRP signal 
remaining after one time-step, or in the case of this research, per day. Low ΔFRP values (< 0.50) 
indicate large decreases in the FRP signal, while high ΔFRP values (> 0.50) indicate a smaller 
decrease in FRP. For ΔFRP > 1, an increase in the FRP signal over the period between 
measurements is represented. ΔFRP, as a ratio, was established as a dependent variable that, at the 
onset, appeared to be easier to apply once determined by using the percentage change to calculate 
the new value over each time step. The issues of using a ratio as a dependent variable will be 
discussed later.
In addition to the FRP0, the preceding day's precipitation values were also included as independent 
variables for the analysis. This accounted for the residual effects of precipitation and the possibility 
of precipitation events occurring before or after the FRP measurements.  Total precipitation, large 
scale precipitation, and convective precipitation from the preceding day were included in the 
analysis.  
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Table 4: Scale for the Angstrom Index, indicating 
the probability of fire events. 
Equation 2: Angstrom Index
AI=( RH
20
)+( 27−T
10
)
Equation 3: Formula for ΔFRP
Δ FRP= FRP
FRP0
Covariate Analysis
Before a focused modeling effort began, it was necessary to gain a better understanding of the 
relationships between the ΔFRP and the independent variables.  This was achieved through 
evaluation of correlation coefficients, scatter plots, histograms, and box plots. This analysis was 
undertaken for each of the nine regions and then for the three zones. The analysis and modeling, in 
addition to model creation, was generated with the data analysis suite R. For analysis and model 
development, the ΔFRP was capped at 2 to provide a working dataset. This ΔFRP selection retained 
~98% of the FRP events and allowed for easier interpretation of covariate analysis.
Global maps were generated for all variables to establish an expected range of values specific to 
each variable. Additionally, the maps provided insight into the spatial differences among the 
variables and allowed for easy comparison between the zones. These maps (presented in the results 
section) were generated with the data analysis suite R. 
Histograms
Histograms were generated from the dataset for both independent and dependent variables. 
Primarily, histograms, cumulative and otherwise, were used in analysis to aid in understanding the 
distribution of variables. The histograms offered insight into the behavior of the variables, enabled 
the differentiation between regions and zones and verified the appropriate behavior of variables. 
Furthermore, the histograms assisted in the determination of the mean state and general distribution 
of the variables. Cumulative histograms were prepared for ΔFRP of the three zones. 
Correlation Coefficients
There were two primary correlation coefficients evaluated in the analysis. Meteorological variables 
generally covary (Peterson et al., 2013). Accordingly, the first the relationship between the 
independent variables was assessed to evaluate preexisting relationships. Second, relationships 
between the independent variables and the ΔFRP were also calculated to examine their relationship 
on a basic level, in hopes that a cursory understanding of the relationship between variables would 
guide the research and explain observed behavior.
Scatterplots & R2
Further understanding of the relationship between independent and dependent variables can be 
gained from scatterplots that were generated for each independent variable and ΔFRP.  The 
scatterplots provided a best fit line with the corresponding R2. The best fit line represents the overall 
trend observed between two variables and the R2 value indicates the amount of variance explained 
by the independent variable. The overall trends provided a benchmark to determine if the observed 
behavior between variables was logical and R2 indicated how effectively this behavior can be 
explained. 
Box Plots
The vast amount of data points was prohibitive in visually interpreting the scatter plots; box plots 
provided an easier way to visually interpret the behavior of the relationships. Generation of box 
plots was achieved through a two-step process. Initially, the whole dataset pertaining to each 
independent variable was divided into quantiles. With the quantile limits identified, four unique box 
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plots comparing independent variables and the ΔFRP were generated for each quantile. The four 
box plots were presented sequentially in order to visualize the change/trend from one quantile to the 
next. This step allowed for evaluation of the distribution of the ΔFRP over the change in 
independent variable. 
A range of 1.5 x Inner Quartile Range was included for the box plot, which dictated the extent to 
which “whiskers” extended.  All points beyond the “whiskers” represent possible outliers.  While 
the interior boxes detail the distribution of the ΔFRP values, highlighting the median. The upper 
boundary of the box is the 75th percentile and the lower boundary of the box is the 25th percentile.  
Box plots further explained the trends observed in the scatterplots while improving the 
interpretation of the trends and relationships between variables. 
Mann-Whitney U test
The Mann-Whitney U test was the first step in model development. It furthered the investigation of 
the relationship between variables, but unlike previous steps, the Mann-Whitney U test determined 
if the difference between data groups were statistically significant. The Mann-Whitney U test is a 
non-parametric test that determines if two populations are stochastically larger than one another. 
The null hypothesis is establishes that two populations that are the same. Furthermore, it is effective 
with both normal and non-normal distributions. (Mann & Whitney 1947) By evaluating the 
difference in stochastic behavior among the selected population segments of the independent 
variable, a trend of ΔFRP can be observed. The presence of statistical significance determined 
whether or not observed trends were sufficient to form a conclusion. 
Unlike box plots, which only evaluated quartiles, the distribution of independent variable was 
divided into six unique groups for each Mann-Whitney U Test. The independent variables were 
divided at the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% to yield the six groups as shown in Figure 3. For the U 
test, each percentile of the independent variable and the corresponding ΔFRP from that selection 
was tested against the adjoining section's ΔFRP.  Additionally, the extreme 5th percentile and 95th 
percentile were tested against the remaining dataset. This yielded 7 unique comparisons for each 
variable of each region. Each percentile was given a roman numeral label. U tests designated as I:II 
means that the 5th percentile was compared to the 25th percentile.  
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Figure 3: Percentage breakdown for the Mann-Whitney U tests 
performed for all zones and regions, with corresponding group 
designations above. Groups I-VI are represented in the figure above, 
while VII is the summation of the last 5 groups (from 5-100%) and 
VIII is the summation of the first five groups (from 0-95%). 
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Figure 5: Map of maximum daily Total Precipitation values for the year 2003. Maximum daily Total Precipitation is 
0.6644 m. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 4: Map of maximum daily Relative Humidity values for the year 2003. The largest observed Relative Humidity 
value is 97.96%. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
As stated, the goal of the U test was to determine if the behavior of ΔFRP was significantly different 
from one another.  In addition to the significance test, the median of each section was compared to 
determine the trend of ΔFRP across the percentiles. This comparison was performed from left to 
right, to correspond with the increasing independent variables. By evaluating the change in median 
for each group, a statistically significant trend could be determined. The traditional confidence 
interval used in U tests is 0.05. However, due to the multiple U tests performed for each dataset and 
the familywise error rate, a Bonferroni correction was used to correct the confidence intervals and 
account for the problem of multiple comparisons. (Dunn 1961) Considering each independent-
dependent variable relationship unique, there were still seven different tests applied to the same 
population. This lowered the confidence interval from 0.05 to 0.007 when dividing by the number 
of tests performed for each Variable-to-ΔFRP comparison. 
Model Development and evaluation
Reviewing the results of the Mann-Whitney U tests was the first step in model development. 
Regions and zones that failed more than 20% of the Mann-Whitney U tests, were removed from 
consideration. For the remaining regions and zones, a linear regression was run for the datasets 
from 2003-2007. 
The parameters for the multiple linear regression were determined by applying a Bayesian 
Information Criteria (BIC). The BIC was included to determine the best number of parameters to 
use in modeling and avoid over fitting. BIC is based off of the Akaike Information Criteria, which 
measured the relative quality of the statistical model and balances the goodness of fit and the 
complexity of the model. (Akaike 1974)  BIC evaluates the leading terms of the asymptotic 
expansion and includes a penalty term based off the number of parameters in a model. (Schwarz 
1978) The BIC is suited well for this dataset and was limited to the selection of five variables. 
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Figure 6: Map of maximum daily ΔFRP values for the year 2003. Maximum daily ΔFRP values occur around the 
Equator. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
The BIC takes into account nonlinearity by including a squared version of each meteorological 
variable in addition to a linear representation. The BIC selected variables were recorded to 
determine what explanatory variables were most preferred in the model development. Before 
evaluation, model development was assessed by calculating the R2 value for the fitted variables 
with the actual results among the 2003-2007 data. The linear regression formula developed from the 
development dataset was then applied to the evaluation datasets from 2008-2010. 
For this research, model evaluation was performed for the region with the highest R2 value from the 
development stage. Using the predict command in R, the fit value along with the lower and 
upper boundary were modeled to predict the behavior within a confidence interval of 95%. Of these 
three variables, the fitted ΔFRP values were compared to the measured ΔFRP values and the 
corresponding R2 was evaluated. 
Results
Spatial Arrangements
Maps displaying dependent and independent variables were generated to insure that the initial data 
frame was created properly. These maps show the spatial distribution of the Köppen-Geiger regions 
selected for analysis. The maximum daily value of each cell is displayed in each map. FRP, ΔFRP 
and meteorological variables for the year 2003 are displayed here and the remaining years (2004-
2007) are included in Appendix 2: Mapped Variables. 
The dependent variable, ΔFRP, offers a more dynamic map than that of FRP in Figure 6. Evaluating 
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Figure 7: Map of maximum daily FRP values for the year 2003. Maximum daily FRP value 7.36 W/m2. Resolution of 
the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
the maximum daily ΔFRP from 2003 shows interesting behavior and striking differences based on 
location. The location of fire events that showed substantial increases in FRP (ΔFRP > 1) occur 
primarily in the Equatorial rainforest and savannah. Interestingly, fire events occurring over the 
equator do not show the same maximum daily ΔFRP values. There is a band in central Russia, on 
the 50th parallel, where substantial fires occurred and persisted unlike other boreal wildfire events in 
North America and Scandinavia. The remoteness of the Siberian boreal forests may be the cause. 
Boreal forests show maximum daily ΔFRP values less than one, which is also observed among 
populated subtropical latitudes in the Mediterranean region. These observations suggest brief 
wildfire events ended by precipitation or the prevalence of anthropogenic extinguishing.
In Figure 7, locations of larger FRP events mirror the location of maximum daily ΔFRP events. 
Maximum daily FRP values occur on the 50th latitude north in Asia, and straddling the equator in 
South America and Africa. Similar to ΔFRP measurements, FRP measurements occurring on the 
equator exhibited lower FRP values and wildfire events occurring above the 60 th latitude north also 
show substantially lower FRP values. The impact of anthropogenic fire control can possible be seen 
in low FRP values found in the Great Lakes region of the United States, eastern India, and Turkey.
The map of maximum daily relative humidity in Figure 4 corresponds to general expectations. More 
humid environments are observed along the equator. Moderately humid environments are evident in 
the boreal regions, and low relative humidity is observed in the Middle East, and North American 
Rockies. These values only represent relative humidity observed during active fire events, 
prohibiting strong conclusions. One question, that cannot be answered with this limited knowledge 
is: How do these values compare to typical relative humidities observed? Essentially, it is uncertain 
whether or not we are observing drought conditions, which would be unlikely, because the 
maximum daily relative humidity values are shown.
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Figure 8: Map of maximum daily Air Temperature values for the year 2003. Maximum daily Air Temperature is 45.75 
ºC. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
The map of maximum daily total precipitation (Figure 5) shows no distinct difference across the 
three ecosystems. There are pockets where larger rain events occurred, such as Oceania and pockets 
of the Equatorial rainforest. But there is little variation in maximum daily total precipitation across 
the globe. These observations correspond to active fire events only and do not reflect the possibility 
of drought like conditions on the ground. The map of maximum daily air temperatures can be found 
in Figure 8. Active fires occurring in conjunction with high temperatures (around 40º C) are 
observed in the equatorial regions and northern Australia.  The 50 th parallel north shows a presumed 
heat wave occurring in Russia in conjunction with the observed intense fires. In the boreal region 
fire events occur in more mild temperatures, around 20º C.  
Autocorrelation and Correlation Coefficients
The autocorrelation of FRP was calculated for each zone and region. For each test of 
autocorrelation, it was determined that a lag of one should be included in the modeling efforts. The 
Lag 1 values showed a maximum autocorrelation of 0.59 and a minimum autocorrelation of 0.15 
with an average autocorrelation of 0.49. The average autocorrelation of the Lag 2 values was 0.31, 
putting these below the threshold to warrant consideration for the analysis. Table 5 summarizes the 
FRP autocorrelation results from the Snow Zone along with the three corresponding regions that 
make up that zone (Dfa, Dfb, and Dfc).  Here you can see the decreasing trend of autocorrelation 
over the number of lags, and the reason that only a lag of one, represented as FRP0, was included in 
the analysis. The summaries of the FRP autocorrelation for the other zones and regions can be 
found in Appendix 2: Autocorrelation Tables.
The decision to include time delayed precipitation values was also based on the autocorrelation of 
convective precipitation and large scale precipitation. The autocorrelation values of convective 
precipitation for the Dfa, Dfb, and Dfc regions (Snow:Fully Humid:Hot, Warm, & Cool Summer) 
and Snow zone, displayed in Table 6, provided a clear argument for inclusion. The average Lag 1 
autocorrelation value of 0.43, across all regions and zones, and a maximum and minimum 
autocorrelation of 0.65 and 0.27 respectively warranted the inclusion of Lag 1 of convective 
precipitation values.  
The large scale precipitation autocorrelation figures for the snow zone and corresponding regions 
(Dfa, Dfb, & Dfc = Snow:Fully Humid:Hot, Warm, & Cool Summer)) are summarized in Table 7.  
Including all regions and zones, the autocorrelation values were less significant but maintained an 
average of 0.29, with a maximum and minimum autocorrelation of 0.44 and 0.22 respectively.  
Based upon these autocorrelation values, a 1 day lag of large scale precipitation values were 
included in the analysis.  
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Table 5: Autocorrelation values of FRP 
measurements for the snow zone along with the 
Dfa, Dfb, and Dfc regions (Snow:Fully 
Humid:Hot/Warm/Cool Summer) for a lag of 4 
days.
The second aspect evaluated through correlation coefficients were the relationships between the 
independent variables used in the model generation. Initially, this was undertaken to mitigate the 
effects of colinearity in the analysis and offer a more detailed understanding of the interconnections 
between variables. Once the Bayesian Information Criteria was adopted as a means of model 
selection, the impact of colinearity became less significant. The correlation coefficients among 
independent variables were still important for the overall understanding of the model. Correlation 
tables for independent variables were calculated for the three zones and all of the independent 
variables were used. This included the raw data provided by the ECMWF and the additional data of 
total precipitation, the preceding day's value of convective precipitation, large scale precipitation, 
and total precipitation, relative humidity, and angstrom index. Furthermore, FRP0 was included in 
the correlation coefficient table to guide the analysis. Table 8 shows the correlation coefficients for 
the snow zone. 
There were limited amounts of correlation among independent variables used in the analysis further 
implying that colinearity would not impact results of the analysis. FRP0 exhibited no correlation to 
any of the variables. For the equatorial zone, convective precipitation was weakly correlated to the 
dew point temperature (0.54) and soil water content (0.52) (Appendix 3: Independent Variable 
Correlations;Table 27).  The significant relationships observed in the equatorial zone were not 
observed for the warm temperate zone. The warm temperate zone exhibited a weak correlation 
between large scale precipitation and convective precipitation (0.52) (Appendix 3: Independent 
Variable Correlations;Table 28).  In the snow zone, neither of the relationships from the equatorial 
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Table 6: Autocorrelation values for 
convective precipitation values of the 
snow zone and corresponding regions 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Hot/Warm/Cool 
Summer).
Table 7: Autocorrelation values for 
large scale precipitation values of the 
snow zone and corresponding regions 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Hot/Warm/Cool 
Summer).
Table 8: Summary of the correlation coefficients for the independent variables produced from the snow zone. For raw 
data directly provided by ECMWF, the highest correlation of 0.74 was observed between air temperature (t) and dew 
point temperature (d) for the snow zone.
or warm temperate zone were observed. While, as evident in Table 8, the air temperature and dew 
point temperature were moderately correlated (0.74). Across all of the zones, the observed 
relationships with the highest correlation values make sense on an intrinsic level.  
The relationship between ΔFRP and independent variables were explored in two ways, through the 
use of scatterplots to determine R2 values as well as a correlation table.  The R2 valued from the 
scatterplots and the correlation coefficients did not indicate any correlation or significant 
relationships between the ΔFRP and the independent variables. Correlation coefficients were 
calculated for all independent variables and their relationship with the ΔFRP. This was performed 
for all three zones, and summarized in Table 9. The largest correlation occurred between the ΔFRP 
and relative humidity and ΔFRP and dew point temperature in the Warm Temperate zone.  These 
relationships both yielded coefficients of -0.15.
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Figure 9: Scatterplots of four independent variables (FRP0, convective precipitation, air temperature, and relative 
humidity) and their relation to ΔFRP for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The R2 is reported below 
each scatterplot, and in all cases R2 is miniscule. 
Furthermore, scatterplots show insignificant R2 values for the independent variables in relation to 
ΔFRP. The scatterplots displayed in Figure 9 were generated for four variables from the data for the 
Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). (Remaining scatterplots can be found in Appendix 
4: Scatterplots)  No visual trends were evident in the initial evaluation of the scatterplots, which was 
common across all regions and zones.  
The R2 values for each meteorological value related to ΔFRP was calculated and summarized in 
Table 10. The primary objective was to determine if any meteorological value, in any region or 
zone, exhibited a significant capability of determining ΔFRP. The results suggest no significant 
determining factor of any meteorological variables, where the highest R2 value, outside of the Csc 
region, was 0.0227.  The Csc region (Warm Temperate:Summer Dry:Cool Summer) exhibited the 
highest R2 values, but ultimately due to the small sample size (n=164) the data was discarded for 
analysis.  
Histograms
Histograms of for all of the variables were consulted to assist in interpretation of the observed 
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Table 9: Correlation coefficients between ΔFRP and 
the independent variables used in analysis. Values 
from the three zones were used to represent an 
expected value for the corresponding regions. 
Table 10: Summary of the R2 values of the adjusted best fit line for each independent variable and its relation to ΔFRP. 
In addition to considering every independent variable, the table accounts for every region and zone (Ez = Equatorial 
Zone, Wtz = Warm Temperate Zone, & Sz = Snow Zone). As seen with the scatterplots from the Dfc region (Snow:Fully 
Humid:Cool Summer), R2 values are miniscule; not including the Csc (Warm Temperate:Summer Dry:Cool Summer) 
region due to its sample size. 
relationships between variables. As histograms are helpful in assessing the distribution of variables, 
they were evaluated to determine the central tendency, skewness, and the presence of outliers or 
multiple nodes of each variable. In addition to simple histograms, cumulative histograms were 
evaluated for the ΔFRP of each zone. 
The simple histograms for the snow zone revealed significant characteristics of each variable 
included in the analysis.  Figures 10 & 11 show the distributions of five independent variables used 
in the analysis (the additional histograms are included in Appendix 5: Histograms). Wind, air 
temperature, and angstrom index all exhibited a normal distribution for the snow zone. The central 
tendency of wind was around 9 m/s and there is no evidence of outliers nor of multiple modes of the 
variable. Similarly, the central tendency of air temperature was around 20ºC. It was curious to see 
measurements of temperature below zero, as it is unlikely for fire events to occur during those 
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Figure 10: Histograms of four independent variables (air temperature, total precipitation, relative humidity, and soil 
water content) for the snow zone. The Median of each variable is included in the histograms. For air temperature and 
relative humidity, a normal distribution is observed, while total precipitation exhibits a skewed distribution. The 
distribution of soil water content (Median = 0.252) suggests the possibility of a bimodal distribution.
temperatures. The angstrom index had a central tendency around 2.5. This is right on the cusp 
between favorable and unfavorable conditions outlined by the index.  
Large scale precipitation and soil water content exhibited distributions other than normal. In the 
case of soil water content, an absence of values less than 0.18 was observed in Figure 10. Similarly, 
there was an over abundance of values at ~0.18. The central tendency, were this a normal 
distribution, would suggest a value of 0.28. Large scale precipitation suggests the majority of 
precipitation events occur around 0.0001. But is also clear that there are larger rain events occurring 
during the development data. 
Finally, a cumulative histogram of ΔFRP was generated (Figure 11). It is important to grasp this 
distribution in order to achieve a successful model. Reflecting on this cumulative histogram showed 
two primary results. First, that over half of the ΔFRP values are smaller than 0.25 which represents 
a significant decrease in FRP of around 75%. Furthermore, nearly 90% of the ΔFRP values are 
smaller than 0.50, or a decrease of FRP by 50%. Considering these values represent a time series of 
one day, the observed FRP events appear to have a short time span. The presumed magnitude of 
decrease for FRP events is substantial.  These significant decreases may not be explainable by the 
small variations of the independent variables. The cumulative histogram of the ΔFRP exhibits odd 
behavior at 1, suggesting repeat measurements. The cumulative histograms for the warm temperate 
and equatorial zone can be found in Appendix 5: Histograms;Figure 47, where the common 
distribution of the ΔFRP is evident.  
Box Plot Results
Box plots were prepared to evaluate the relationship of independent variables to the ΔFRP. For the 
evaluation, the independent variables were divided into the four quartiles and each corresponding 
box plot was generated from distributions of the ΔFRP of each quartiles. The outer whiskers of the 
box plots were calculated to be 1.5 x Interquartile Range (IQR) to identify potential outliers. Still, 
an overall trend could be seen through the behavior of the box plots, similar to the behavior of the 
scatterplots. In many cases, there were so many examples of potential outliers that the open circles 
used to mark their value appear as a solid line, as seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Cumulative histograms of the ΔFRP for the snow zone and Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). 
With the Median for each distribution listed below, it is clear the distribution is significantly skewed towards ΔFRP 
values less than 0.5. Furthermore, the frequency of ΔFRP values of 1 raise questions about the satellite observations.
When evaluating the box plot of the FRP0 (Figure 12) the observed trend showed an increase in 
ΔFRP as the FRP0 increased, which was expected. Both the median value and interquartile range 
suggest that the larger FRP0 values were more likely to lead to smaller decreases in FRP or even 
possibly a growth in FRP. The box plots for convective precipitation also displayed an expected 
trend. As the convective precipitation events increase in size, the ΔFRP values decrease. Larger 
precipitation events lead to larger decreases in FRP from one day to the next. This trend can be 
observed through the interquartile range, however a change between the median values is 
indistinguishable. 
While some box plots showed expected relationships, other box plots were difficult to interpret.  
The box plot for air temperature (Figure 12) suggested that the 1st and 4th quartiles allow fire events 
to persist to a greater extent than the 2nd and 3rd quartiles. This behavior is clear in both the trend of 
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Figure 12: Box-plot displays showing the distribution of ΔFRP for four independent variables (FRP0, convective 
precipitation, air temperature, and relative humidity) of the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer), broken into 
quartiles. These box-plots help to highlight the trends of the median (black bar) and the IQR (the box) of ΔFRP in 
relation to each quartile of the variable. Possible outliers are represented by those values which fall beyond 1.5xIQR 
(whiskers), in many cases, the possible outliers number so many that it appears as a solid black line. Additionally, the 
median (M) is included along with the min and max values of each independent variable.  
the median and the trend of the interquartile range. In particular, the behavior of the 1 st quartile of 
air temperature, in regards to the ΔFRP, is puzzling. Furthermore, another relationship observed via 
the box plots was the existence of no relationship as shown with the relative humidity in Figure 12.
One observation common amongst all box plots generated for the analysis was the abundance of 
potential outliers. The suspected outliers were determined by setting the maximum and minimum 
whiskers at 1.5xIQR. The presence of outliers has been prevalent through modes of analysis. They 
present a problem in evaluation and can prevent a proper conclusion. While some box plots 
exhibited clearer trends than others, it was unclear whether or not the distributions of the quartiles 
were significantly different from one another, especially considering the number of potential 
outliers. This prompted further evaluation before modeling. 
Mann-Whitney U Test Results
The Mann-Whitney U tests provided a unique way to evaluate the relationship between the ΔFRP 
and the independent variables. As the first step in model development and by determining 
statistically significant populations, Mann-Whitney U tests offered a way validate the trend of the 
median and to select the best regions. The suite of Mann-Whitney U tests were performed for each 
variable of each region and zone. If these tests were successful, the suspected trends observed 
would be validated and observations of the box plots would be corroborated. The percentage of 
unsuccessful U tests provided a means to identify the poorly associated variables and a criteria to 
eliminate regions from the modeling effort.  
If the number of failed U tests were greater than 20% of the total tests, the regions were passed over 
for modeling. For some regions, such as the warm temperate zones, there were substantial amounts 
of failed U tests (Appendix 7: Mann-Whitney U Test Results:Error: Reference source not found). 
Additionally, particular attention was paid to the I:VII and VI:VIII U tests. Samples where 5% of 
the population was not statistically different than the remaining 95% immediately raised a red flag 
concerning the distinctness of the data and the observed trend. Applying the 20% failure, detailed in 
Table 13, left only seven regions and zones remaining for model development. Considering these 
results, equatorial zones (Table 11) showed the most statistically different population groups while 
the warm temperate zone had the most failed tests.  
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Table 11: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the equatorial zone. The * represents 
successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. 
An X represents failed U tests where the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group is 
included in the table and for the equatorial zone 1.09% of U tests failed. 
Comparing distributions of different percentages of data allowed for the trend of ΔFRP to be 
determined. Attention was paid to trends of the median, and their ability to replicate the trends 
observed in the box plots and preceding analysis. The U test results for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully 
Humid:Cool Summer) can be found in Table 12 and the trends correspond to the box plots trends 
presented in the results. Pertaining to air temperature, the Mann-Whitney U tests showed the same 
trends as the box plot (Figure 12). The Mann-Whitney U test corroborated the results from the box 
plots and showed the same trends for FRP0. While the trend of relative humidity observed in the 
box plot (Figure 12) was easier to interpret with the Mann-Whitney U tests; the presence of failed 
tests warrant concern for inclusion. Similarly, the convective precipitation had failed U tests, raising 
a red flag, but the trends of the box plots and U tests were opposites. In cases where distributions 
are statistically significant from one another and there are limited failed U tests, the direction of the 
trend is validated. Avoiding the speculative nature of the box plots with potential outliers. The 
success of the Mann-Whitney U tests allowed for the selection of regions and variables to improve 
and streamline the results of modeling.
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Table 13: Summary of the percentage 
of failed U-tests per region. Regions 
with failure percentage >20% were 
omitted from model development
Table 12: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool 
Summer). The * represents successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the 
median, from left to right. An X represents failed U tests where the two groups were not significantly different. The size 
of the each group is included in the table and for the Dfc region 17.58% of U tests failed. 
Model Results
Seven regions remained after a sorting of the U test results. All warm temperate regions were 
eliminated from model development, as well as the Dfa region (Snow:Fully Humid:Hot Summer). 
For each region, a full linear regression with a Bayesian Information Criteria was performed and 
initially evaluated with the model development data, before application to the evaluation dataset.
Through the use of linear modeling with BIC, a model for each zone and region was generated and 
evaluated. The Bayesian Information Criteria generated coefficients to yield the most appropriate 
linear model. A summary of the model results and the output of the BIC for the Dfc region 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) can be found in Table 14. For the Dfc region, the dew point 
temperature was the main explanatory variable, while the remaining four related were either FRP or 
moisture variables. 
After the BIC selection of coefficients from the 2003-2007 data and before model evaluation, the 
fitted values derived from the linear regression were evaluated with the development data. The R2 
value was calculated for the fitted vs actual values of the model development. The results are 
summarized for the Dfc region in Table 16 and for the six other regions and zones in Table 15. The 
BIC summary and Fitted ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP best fit line summary for the remaining six regions 
can be found in Appendix 8: BIC and Modeling. The overall poor performance exhibited at this 
stage was discouraging, but modeling was performed for Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool 
Summer). 
With these selected coefficients determined from the 2003-2007 development data, modeled values 
were generated for the corresponding 2008-2010 evaluation data to check the model. The R2 value 
comparing the modeled values and the observed data was evaluated. The evaluation of the model 
was only performed for one region, due to the poor results of model development. The R2 
comparing the Modeled vs. Actual ΔFRP values in the evaluation stage just as poor as the R2 for the 
data from the development stage. The results of the model evaluation is summarized in Figure 13. 
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Table 16: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the Dfc region 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) from the linear 
regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
Table 14: Summary of the linear regression model via BIC 
for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) with 
non-linear relationships between independent variables and 
ΔFRP considered (squared terms)
Table 15: Summary table of R2 values of fitted ΔFRP 
vs. actual ΔFRP for the 7 regions that passed the 
Mann-Whitney U Test Selection. These R2 values were 
from linear regression model development with BIC.
The scatterplot between modeled and actual values shows an R2 value of 0.05462 confirming that it 
was not an effective model. 
Discussion
Overall, the results from the covariate analysis and model evaluation showed insignificant 
relationships between the independent variables and ΔFRP. The relationships typically showed 
trends that behaved with the expected relationship, but did not appropriately model ΔFRP. 
Furthermore, the relationships of independent variables differed across the zones and regions, 
thereby highlighting an inherent challenge in developing global models.  
There is a lot of noise in the dataset. Individually, the independent variables only account for a 
fraction of that noise. But understanding the distribution of ΔFRP can partially explain poor 
correlation coefficients and low R2 values observed in the early covariate analysis. For the snow 
zone, the cumulative histogram shows the median ΔFRP value is 0.134 (Figure 11).  Considering 
that there are 663,000 ΔFRP values for the snow zone, half of these events represent at least an 86% 
decrease in FRP from one day to the next. Combined with the 3,566,000 ΔFRP values from the 
Equatorial zone (median: 0.136) and 221,000 ΔFRP values from the Warm Temperate zone 
(median: 0.108) there is a substantially large data set. While the size does not preclude the 
discovery of significant relationships, the impact of the meteorological variables on ΔFRP is more 
challenging to observe. 
The impact of the data set size is clear in the scatterplots and box plots. Visual interpretation of the 
scatterplots is impossible without the help of box plots.  By following the change of the median and 
IQR across the four quartiles of the independent variables, the box plots effectively provided a more 
robust explanation of the relationship to ΔFRP. Furthermore, box plots identified a substantial 
number of potential outliers for all independent variables, highlighting impact of the large dataset. 
The overwhelming number of potential outliers necessitated an additional test to determine if the 
quartiles observed in the box plots were statistically different from one another. The Mann-Whitney 
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Figure 13: Evaluative scatterplot of Measured ΔFRP vs Modeled ΔFRP 
for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) from years 2008-
2010 using the linear model detailed in Table 14. The R2 value of the best 
fit line is 0.05462.
U test was successful in identifying statistically different populations; however, confusing trends 
were observed, which will be discussed later.  Inclusion of the Bonferroni Correction was critically 
important in the analysis by correcting for the familywise error rate. Performing seven tests over the 
same population can skew the results of the U test. Whereby correcting the confidence interval from 
0.5 to 0.007, the certainty of the statistical significance in preserved. This also insured that region 
selection done at this stage was fully warranted. By selecting regions that had greater than 80% 
successful U tests, the modeling process could be streamlined. 
The five regions that passed the Mann-Whitney U test selection were the largest datasets, with the 
largest being the Aw (Equatorial:Winter Dry) at 2,613,908 entries. Of these five regions, three were 
from the tropical ecosystem and two were from the boreal ecosystem. The equatorial zone and snow 
zone, the two largest zones, also passed the Mann-Whitney U tests. The warm temperate ecosystem 
did not have any groups that passed through to modeling. Two possible conclusions can be made 
based on this observation. 1) Larger sample sizes yield more statistically significant trends and 2) 
Relationships between independent variables and ΔFRP are better suited to explain wildfire 
behavior in Boreal and Tropical ecosystems. 
Regarding the first point, there is no doubt that the Mann-Whitney U tests offered the best 
understanding of the relationship between the independent variables and ΔFRP.  However, the 
impact of population size on success is challenging to assess. Larger populations simply have more 
variables to differentiate themselves from one another. There will also be a greater distribution of 
both the independent variables and ΔFRP among larger populations. For the second point, the 
existence of stronger relationships between the independent variables and ΔFRP in different zones is 
a distinct possibility, this idea and the differences between zones will be discussed later.
The Bayesian Information Criteria was impartial in variable selection. Following the region 
selection from the Mann-Whitney U tests, further selection could have been made to eliminate 
specific variables from the model development. Removing the independent variables where 
improper trends were observed or significant numbers of failed tests occurred can potentially 
improve the model. Not surprisingly, the FRP0 was selected most often through BIC; appearing in 
the linear regression model of each zone. (Figure 14) Interestingly, variables with illogical trends 
observed in the Mann-Whitney U tests were selected through the BIC, which will be touched on 
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Figure 14: A bar graph summarizing the preferred explanatory values 
from the linear regression with BIC for the seven regions analyzed. FRP0 
was the most preferred followed by the (FRP0)2.
later.
This first attempt at modeling the relationship between FRP and meteorological variables 
encompassed the central scope of the project. There were other components of fire behavior that 
were not included due to time and the nominal improvement inclusion would have provided. Most 
notably, the spatial autocorrelation of ΔFRP was not calculated for these results. While spatial 
autocorrelation is a significant way to improve the model, the poor performance of that aspect of the 
models did not justify the inclusion of spatial autocorrelation in this project.
Variable Comparison & Performance
As highlighted in Figure 14, there were eight distinct variables selected for the linear regression 
model with BIC. FRP0 was most often selected, followed by convective precipitation, large scale 
precipitation and dew point temperature. At the outset of the research, variables that were expected 
to impact ΔFRP were FRP0, moisture variables, and movement variables; which is exactly what was 
seen. Furthermore, the relationships between the independent variables and ΔFRP were, whether 
positive or negative, expected to have a linear relationship. However, the variable selection by the 
linear regression model with BIC was both confirmed and confounded when referenced back to the 
Mann-Whitney U tests and covariate analysis. In addition to discussing the behavior of the BIC 
selected variables, the performance of the remaining variables will also be touched on.
FRP, FRP0 & ΔFRP
The data points of FRP0 vs. ΔFRP reveal no visible trend in the scatterplot, and the corresponding 
fit line (R2 of 0.0043) showed no linear relationship.  The box plot revealed a decrease from the 
first quartile to the second quartile which was puzzling, but the rest of the quartiles behaved 
logically as shown in Figure 15. The apparent, non-linear behavior of FRP0 was confirmed through 
the evaluation of the Mann-Whitney U Tests. Table 17 displays the results of all Mann-Whitney U 
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Figure 15: A side by side comparison, for ease of interpretation, of the scatterplot and box plot of the relationship 
between FRP0 and  ΔFRP for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The best fit line was included to show 
the predicted trend based on the scatter plot.  Furthermore, it was at this stage where the curious behavior around the 
2nd quartile was observed. 
tests for FRP0, showing that the behavior observed in the Dfc box plot occurred in all regions and 
zones. This unexpected behavior could be explained by the duality of small FRP0 values. The 
distribution of FRP0 is heavily weighted towards values close to zero with the 50% of FRP0 values 
less than 1.09e-3 W/m2. The subsequent response of ΔFRP due to independent variables exhibit 
substantial variability. When considering the second quartile of FRP0 for the Dfc region 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer), the IQR of ΔFRP is less than 0.5, showing a majority of 
decreasing wildfire events. However, a substantial amount of potential outliers show increasing 
wildfire events.  
The two scenarios where small FRP0 variables occur are either during the establishment of wildfire 
events or during the extinction of wildfire events. This ambiguity in small fire events has the ability 
to confound the trends expected. For theses small FRP0 values in the first two quartiles, the 
corresponding ΔFRP primarily show deceasing fire events. However, for the second quartile, more 
potential outliers show an increase in wildfire size (ΔFRP > 1). Increasing FRP0 values suggest a 
more established fire capable of growth, but this behavior is not seen in the 1st quartile to the 2nd 
quartile.  
It is unclear why wildfires, with FRP0 in the smallest quartile, show smaller decreases (closer to 1) 
in ΔFRP than the larger FRP0 values in the second quartile. All this is to say that the existence of 
the threshold for FRP0 is likely because evaluating the 3rd and 4th quartiles of the distribution of 
FRP0 where the expected behavior between FRP0 and ΔFRP is shown. FRP0 values below the 
threshold do not exhibit a clear trend. It is possible that FRP0 values in the smallest two quartiles are 
confounded by other sources of thermal measurements or moved toward extinction through non-
meteorological means such as total fuel consumption due to ecosystem type or geographic aspect; 
which leads to uncertain trends. An estimate of the threshold for the Dfc region would be in the 2nd 
quartile (same as group III from the Mann-Whitney U test) which is bounded at 3.64e-5 and 1.09e-3 
W/m2. 
Another interesting behavior of the FRP data was the presence of ΔFRP values equal to 1. While the 
occurrence of identical FRP values on two sequential days is a distinct possibility, it is a small 
likelihood that this a common occurrence. Consider the cumulative histograms of ΔFRP for the Dfc 
region and Equatorial zone in Figure 11 on page 31; both graphs show a marked increase where 
ΔFRP is equal to 1. Values where ΔFRP =1 most likely arise from measurement error, where the 
subsequent satellite measurement is unavailable and rather than report the wildfire as extinct 
(FRP=0) the preceding day's FRP value is reported.  The most likely explanation for an unavailable 
measurement is from overcast and cloudy days. Assuming there is only one day where ΔFRP=1, a 
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Table 17: A concise summary of the Mann-Whitney U test results for the FRP0 variable. 
The behavior of the median suggests the possibility of a threshold value of FRP0 that 
exists in group III (25%-50%), or in the case of the Equatorial zone, group II (5%-25%). 
possible way to correct for this would be to calculate the average FRP value from the two FRP 
across the time step and use that value to calculate an ΔFRP closer to the truth. 
Finally, the ΔFRP equation used for the analysis can be improved upon. The ratio ΔFRP used for 
this analysis is, in retrospect, too basic a representation of the change of FRP from one day to the 
next. The disregard of fire size significantly inhibits the ability to properly quantify the effect of 
meteorological variables. As it stands, the change between smaller FRP values can yield the same 
ΔFRP value as the change between larger FRP values. This is problematic because the impact of 
independent variables on ΔFRP is dependent on fire size. A significant large scale precipitation 
event (~0.001m) can completely extinguish a smaller fire event, while only partially impacting the 
ΔFRP of a larger fire event. To correct for this, a relative ΔFRP would be more effective by 
accounting for the size of FRP values. A more appropriate ΔFRP could appear as:
This improved formula allows the size of wildfire events to be factored into the calculation. The 
subsequent interpretation is more straightforward because decreasing FRP will be less than zero and 
increasing FRP is greater than zero. Including the magnitude with the ratio can help the 
performance of the model, but a second option would be to look at the difference in magnitude. 
Along these lines, the lack of fire extinction data inhibits the performance of the model and prevents 
a more robust understanding of the relationship between ΔFRP and the independent variables. 
Independent variables that have an inverse relationship with ΔFRP are particularly affected. 
Consider precipitation variables where large events lead to the immediate extinction of FRP; 
omitting the last phase of the fire event prevents pertinent information from being included in the 
overall evaluation of the relationship with ΔFRP. Furthermore, the predictive model is left without a 
conclusion as to what circumstances suggest complete extinction.
Moisture Variables
Convective precipitation, large scale precipitation, CP0, relative humidity, and dew point 
temperature were all selected via BIC for inclusion in the linear regression modeling. As stated 
before, moisture plays a critical role in the behavior of fire by directly affecting the combustibility 
of fuel. Additionally, the absence of moisture can also increase the likelihood of wildfire events. 
Typically, the absence of moisture impacts wildfire potential over longer timescales (weeks and 
months) while the deposition of precipitation immediately inhibits wildfire events. The inclusion of 
a drought index is poised to improve the behavior of the linear regression model, but typically the 
drought index is consulted to determine ignition likelihood and fire severity. Drought indices follow 
timescales greater than those considered for the analysis, but variables measuring the presence of 
moisture have a direct impact.
Evaluation of the primary precipitation variables: large scale precipitation, convective precipitation, 
and total precipitation; exhibited peculiar relationships with ΔFRP. These variables are expected to 
show an inverse relationship with ΔFRP; however, the opposite relationship was observed. For large 
scale precipitation in the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer), the incorrect relationship 
was immediately observed in the scatterplot. (Figure 16) The corresponding box plot revealed a 
more detailed relationship where the correct trend was observed in the first three quartiles but the 
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Equation 4: Possible improvement for the calculation 
of ΔFRP, factoring in the magnitude of ΔFRP. 
Δ FRP= FRP
FRP0
×(FRP−FRP0)
largest quartile of large scale precipitation showed an incorrect trend. This incorrect behavior is 
seen for all three precipitation variables. The impact of precipitation events can be significantly 
affected by the flaws of the ΔFRP equation discussed earlier, but there are other issues possibly 
confounding the observations. 
In particular, spatial issues come into play when evaluating the relationship with convective 
precipitation. As convective precipitation occurs on a smaller spatial scale, it does not have the 
capacity to impact the whole 0.5º grid cell. As a result, there is a distinct possibility that convective 
precipitation events do not occur over the wildfire events. Furthermore, thunderstorms are 
associated with convective precipitation events and, in the case of dry lightning associated with 
thunderstorms, can represent a natural wildfire ignition source. Large scale precipitation is poised to 
effect the whole grid cell, but illogical relationships are still observed. This may be due to the 
timing of observations. While there is no question that precipitation has an immediate effect on 
wildfire intensity, the timing of measurements can lead to discrepancies. The FRP measurements are 
made once daily, while the meteorological variables are composed of eight daily measurements. 
Regarding precipitation, the eight daily measurements were summated with no recording of in what 
time period the largest portion of the precipitation took place. This allows for the distinct possibility 
that precipitation values were taken after the FRP and do not effect the FRP value of that day. 
This idea is corroborated when considering the time delayed precipitation values: LSP0, CP0, & 
TP0. Table 18 displays the Mann-Whitney U tests for both convective precipitation and CP0 for all 
regions and zones. Interestingly, the equatorial zone and corresponding regions show the correct 
trend for the smallest 50% of the distribution of convective precipitation. The remaining median 
trends show the incorrect relationship also found with large scale precipitation and total 
precipitation. Compared to the other zones, convective precipitation is most common in equatorial 
ecosystems due to the amount of moisture generated by the rainforests. The precipitation values 
showed statistically different populations, although incorrect trends, in the snow and equatorial 
zone; however, precipitation variables performed poorly in the warm temperate zone, which will be 
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Figure 16: A side by side comparison, for ease of interpretation, of the scatterplot and box plot of the relationship 
between large scale precipitation and ΔFRP for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The best fit line was 
included to show the predicted trend based on the scatter plot. Furthermore, it was at this stage where the curious 
behavior at the 4th quartile was observed. 
touched on later.
When considering the CP0, the expected inverse relationship is observed for nearly all regions and 
zones. This behavior was also found for LSP0 and TP0. Which suggests that the inclusion of the 
preceding day's precipitation values were warranted and also that the timing of measurements may 
be significantly off. This perceived timing issue may only be applicable to precipitation values, 
which are summations of the eight daily values. The other three variables selected the maximum 
(and in the case of soil water content, the minimum) values. For these independent variables their 
maximum and minimum values sync with daytime hours and peak fire time. Considering this 
behavior, it is surprising to see that the BIC for the linear regression model still selected convective 
precipitation and large scale precipitation rather than CP0 and LSP0.
The secondary moisture variables, relative humidity and dew point temperature, were also selected 
through BIC. They both exhibited slightly negative trends in the scatterplots which was expected. 
However, the corresponding box plot revealed a flatter trend than expected for the relative humidity. 
In general, relative humidity showed statistically significant U tests for the equatorial zone and 
snow zone and the median trend showed the expected inverse relationship in the smallest two 
quartiles. Evaluation of the Mann-Whitney U tests for relative humidity (Table 19) suggests that 
there may be an upper threshold for relative humidity, above which an improper relationship exists. 
This behavior, and potential threshold, was observed only in the snow and equatorial zones and 
corresponding regions but it is unclear how this will affect the linear modeling. In the snow zone 
and corresponding regions, the failed Mann-Whitney U tests may be due to the flat trends similar to 
that observed for the Dfc region. The warm temperate zone and the corresponding regions contained 
many failed U tests that prohibited any firm conclusions from being made. 
Similar to relative humidity, the dew point temperature also exhibited poor U test performance 
(Table 19) in the warm temperate zone. The behavior of the warm temperate zone will be discussed 
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Table 18: Summarization of the CP and CP0 Mann-Whitney U tests, effectively 
showing the median trends across the regions and the marked difference between 
the relationships of CP0 and CP to  ΔFRP.
later. Additionally, dew point temperature showed no statistical significance for the Dfa region. 
Beyond theses failed tests, the similar possibility of a threshold appears from the median trend 
behavior. It is not surprising that the two secondary moisture variables behave similarly. Both what 
they represent and the physical way in which they impact wildfire events are akin to one another. 
In general, a more pronounced inverse relationship was expected to be visible for relative humidity 
and dew point temperature. The weak relationships observed could be emphasized by the flawed 
ΔFRP calculation mentioned earlier, which essentially weakened the signals of the impact of 
relative humidity and dew point temperature. Dew point temperature and relative humidity both 
relate to the water vapor in the air. The presence of water vapor has the same effect as precipitation 
on fuel, by lowering the combustibility. But unlike precipitation which is directly deposited on fuel, 
water vapor requires specific conditions to condense on the fuel, and thus lower the combustibility. 
As a result, the impact of changes in relative humidity and dew point temperature occur more 
slowly compared to precipitation, so the resulting trend will not be as pronounced. 
Movement Variables
Air temperature, wind, and soil water content make up the movement variables in the analysis. Of 
these variables, only air temperature was selected through BIC for linear regression modeling. 
Where the water variables quantified the amount of moisture being added to the ecosystem, these 
movement variables represent the transition of moisture on the ecosystem level. Wind is capable of 
increasing the intensity of wildfire events by introducing more oxygen and spreading wildfire 
events by transporting embers to unlit areas increasing the size of the wildfire.  
As a BIC selected variable, the incorrect behavior observed in the scatterplot for air temperature in 
the Dfc region was concerning. Air temperature effects on fuel combustibility have a direct 
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Table 19: Summary of the relative humidity (rh) and dew point temperature (d) 
Mann-Whitney U tests, effectively showing the median trends across the regions 
and the differences between the relationships of rh and d to ΔFRP.
relationship, while the scatterplot suggest the possibility of an inverse relationship (Figure 17). 
Higher air temperatures increase evaporation and effectively dry out fuel, increasing the possibility 
of combustion. The box plot shows the expected direct relationship for the 3 rd and 4th quartiles. But 
when evaluating the median trends for air temperature (Table 20), the behavior is inconsistent 
across the zones and regions. 
The equatorial zone exhibits the best relationship with air temperature, both the median trend and 
statistical significance show the expected direct relationship. The warm temperate zone again shows 
many failed U tests suggesting a poor relationship.  The snow zone shows expected behavior for the 
extreme variables, but shows inverse relationships for the smaller values. Extreme air temperature 
values are poised to have a pronounced effect on the snow zone due to them occurring in during the 
peak fire season for those regions. 
Additional mechanisms that explain these temperature observation are similar to those of dew point 
temperature and relative humidity. The impacts of air temperature on wildfire behavior occur over a 
longer timescale than that of precipitation. Echoing the reasoning for weak observed relationships 
from dew point temperature; air temperature plays a large role in creating drought like conditions 
which occur over days and weeks. The immediate impact of small air temperature changes are 
uncertain. Extreme air temperature events are poised to have an immediate effect, with the 
corresponding increase in evaporation of fuel moisture. Additionally, the diurnal behavior of air 
temperature also limits the amount of time that increased temperatures can affect fuel combustibility 
with peak temperature values occurring in the middle of the day. Again, the observable relationship 
between air temperature and ΔFRP can be inhibited by the flawed ΔFRP calculation that disregards 
the magnitude of the wildfire.
Wind and soil water content were not selected for linear regression modeling. Soil water content is 
important in dictating fuel combustibility, but the timescale, mechanism and impact on fuel 
combustibility of soil water content does not correspond well to the daily behavior that was the 
focus of this study. The snow zone, and Dfa region in particular, was the only ecosystem that 
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Figure 17: A side by side comparison, for ease of interpretation, of the scatterplot and box plot of the relationship 
between air temperature and  ΔFRP for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The best fit line was added 
to show the predicted trend based on the scatter plot, which suggests the possibility of a non linear relationship.
exhibited the inverse relationship expected with soil water content which may correspond to the 
seasonality of wildfire events in the snow zone. In the equatorial zone there were statistically 
significant trends but for direct relationships, which is incorrect. Finally, the warm temperate zone 
suffered from failed U tests and incorrect relationships. Soil water content is important in 
determining drought conditions and may function better in predicting the occurrence of fire, but not 
the behavior of fire events.
When evaluating the effects of wind on ΔFRP, there were never strong trends observed in the 
scatterplots or box plots. This is puzzling, because wind increases wildfire in two distinct ways. 
Nevertheless, no relationship was evident. Unlike soil water content, wind will have an immediate 
impact on the spread of wildfire and on the intensity. Wind also exhibits diurnal behavior which 
confounds observations of the relationship when considering the timing for measurements (Mills, 
2009). Wind introduces more oxygen to wildfire events, which enable the faster consumption of 
fuel. Once fuel is consumed the FRP will diminish, unless fire has spread to new areas. This 
intricate relationship can lead to weak relationships observed between wind and ΔFRP. The Mann-
Whitney U tests confirmed this weak relationship with 8 of the 12 regions/zones failing at least four 
(of seven) U tests. Surprisingly, for the Am and Aw regions (Equatorial:Monsoon & 
Equatorial:Winter Dry), wind displayed a statistically significant and direct relationship. However, 
the box plot for the Am region conveys how minimal the direct relationship is between wind and 
ΔFRP (Figure 18).
Finally, the angstrom index is expected to show an inverse relationship with ΔFRP. The angstrom 
index is based on relative humidity and air temperature. This index was developed for Sweden, so it 
was not surprising to observe decent performance in the snow zone and corresponding regions. The 
box plot of angstrom index for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) (Appendix 6: 
Box Plots) showed the expected inverse relationship for the 1st and 2nd quartiles. For the Dfc region, 
the median angstrom index value was 3.15 covering the favorable conditions of wildfire ignition. 
For the remaining values greater than four, a direct relationship was observed which was 
counterintuitive. This behavior was seen in the Mann-Whitney U tests for the snow zone and 
equatorial zone. Surprisingly, the angstrom index was selected for linear regression modeling in the 
Am region (Equatorial:Monsoon).  Like the snow regions, the equatorial regions displayed the 
correct inverse relationship for the 1st and 2nd quartiles, but a direct relationship in the 3rd 4th. It is 
unclear why the angstrom index displayed a significant and correct relationship to ΔFRP in the 
equatorial zone, especially when considering the poor performance of angstrom index in the warm 
temperate regions. As mentioned earlier, the angstrom index takes into account relative humidity 
and air temperature. Explanations of the insignificance of the angstrom index in linear regression 
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Table 20: Summary of the air temperature (t) Mann-Whitney U tests, effectively 
showing the median trends across the regions and the relationship to ΔFRP.
modeling follow the same reasons that impact the two independent variables composing it. 
Furthermore, it is likely that the flawed ΔFRP calculation also contributes to the weak relationship.
Ecosystem Impacts
Each zone was selected to represent a significantly different ecosystem where wildfire was present. 
Differentiating between these zones allowed for more specific models to be developed for each area 
and, consequently, a better understanding of the differences could be gained from the BIC 
selections. As expected, there were substantial differences between all three zones. The equatorial 
and snow zones both produced regions with sufficient trends for modeling. The warm temperate 
zone did not have any regions appropriate for modeling and generally exhibited relationships that 
were neither statistically significant nor logical. As a result, three parameters were evaluated in an 
effort to explain the differences among the zones; meteorological variables, ecosystem structure, 
and anthropogenic influences. 
Before evaluating the different meteorological variables that were selected with BIC for linear 
regression modeling, an understanding of the seasonal occurrence of FRP events aids in the 
differentiation between zones. (Figure 19) From 2003 through 2007, the equatorial zone had the 
most cases of FRP activity among all three zones. Spatially, the equatorial zone covers the most area 
too. FRP events in the equatorial zone remain consistent throughout the year showing at least 1000 
events per day, with peaks occurring in the late summer. The snow zone is second to the equatorial 
zone in both number of FRP events and the size of the zone. However, the snow zone exhibits the 
most seasonal behavior. There are almost no FRP events in the winter months, followed by 
substantial FRP events throughout the spring and late summer. For the warm temperate zone, FRP 
events occurring throughout the year and there is a substantial increase during the summer months. 
Of the three zones, warm temperate covers the smallest area and subsequently has the lowest 
amount of FRP events.
The BIC selection for the equatorial zone determined relative humidity, FRP0 and CP0 as the three 
primary variables necessary for linear regression modeling. In the case of the snow zone, large scale 
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Figure 18: The box plot of ΔFRP and wind for the Am 
region (Equatorial:Fully Humid), where the Mann-
Whitney U tests confirmed a statistically significant 
positive trend.
precipitation, dew point temperature, and FRP0 were selected. Although the warm temperate zone 
did not pass the Mann-Whitney U tests selection, BIC was still performed for purposes of 
comparison. Large scale precipitation, FRP0, and dew point temperature were selected for linear 
regression modeling in the warm temperate zone. The meteorological variables fell into the same 
categories for all three zones. Each contained FRP0, common among all BIC selections. Immediate 
precipitation events were also reflected in the BIC selection along with secondary moisture 
variables. There was no distinct variation in BIC variable selection among the zones, further 
highlighting the significance of these variable in fire modeling. 
The ecosystem structure varied across each zone, which can explain some of the varied behavior 
observed. The snow zone is composed primarily of boreal forests. These ecosystems tend to have a 
substantial fuel load from downed trees and lack of disturbance (Peterson et al. 2013). The 
seasonality of FRP events suggests a limited influence of anthropogenic ignitions and stronger 
reliance on natural ignition and favorable fire conditions. The snow zone is a homogeneous 
ecosystem, all contained in the Northern hemisphere. The homogeneity allows for large 
meteorological trends to effect the wildfire likelihood across significant portions of the zone. Like 
the snow zone, larger meteorological events affect wildfire likelihood in the equatorial zone. The 
equatorial zone is mostly homogeneous in its ecosystem structure. The two primary ecosystems 
covered in the equatorial zone are rainforests and savannahs. Savannahs are ecosystems where 
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Figure 19: The seasonal occurrence of FRP events from 2003 to 2008 for the three zones considered in the analysis.  
wildfire is inherent to the maintenance of the ecosystem structure. There are undoubted 
anthropogenic influences as these are accessible farmlands. But these two primary ecosystems are 
vastly different in regards to fuel load and vegetation structure. Unlike the boreal forests, rainforests 
are subject to more fragmentation. Slash and burn practices are used to clear much of the land for 
anthropogenic uses. The influence of anthropogenic uses is more prevalent in the equatorial zone 
because of it's proximity to population centers. While anthropogenic influences are common in the 
equatorial zones, and to a lesser extent the snow zone, the vast size of these two zones lessen the 
impact of anthropogenic use and disruption. 
Unlike the snow and equatorial zone, the warm temperate zone exhibits more heterogeneity in the 
ecosystem structure. Throughout the analysis, the warm temperate zone and corresponding regions 
(Csa, Csb, & Csc) exhibited poor performance in the Mann-Whitney U tests. This was also the 
smallest zone, both in FRP events and in area. Due to smaller sample sizes, the sources of 
heterogeneity among the regions can have a greater impact on the results. The warm temperate zone 
was selected to represent Mediterranean ecosystems which, in addition to the Mediterranean Basin, 
are found in central Chile, California, south west Australia, and western South Africa. This heavily 
populated, subtropical ecosystem is the only zone considered with non-contiguous locations in the 
Northern and Southern hemisphere. 
Naturally occurring fires are an active part of the ecosystem due to the dry summers that 
characterize the regions but there are diverse responses to wildfires across this ecosystem (Lucas, 
Hennessy, Mills, & Bathols, 2007). In the paper by Montenegro et al. (2004) they highlight three 
factors differentiating the five Mediterranean climates: natural ignition sources, anthropogenic 
influences and successional regeneration schemes. According to the paper, there is no indication of 
wildfire ignition by lightning in Chile, while this is a common ignition sources for the other 
Mediterranean ecosystems. The ignition of wildfire events in Chile are all anthropogenic. The lack 
of natural wildfire ignition has inhibited the establishment of fire-dependent flora in Chile. As a 
result, post-fire regeneration occurs on a slower time scale than in other Mediterranean ecosystems 
altering the fuel load and ignition likelihood. This created a significant variation in biomass and 
potential fuel loads across the Mediterranean ecosystems. Anthropogenic ignition is found across all 
five areas. The anthropogenic influence is also seen in landscape fragmentation due to agriculture, 
grazing, and wood gathering for charcoal. More effective fire suppression is found due to increased 
population growth and development, further altering fuel loads. 
Anthropogenic influences are factors in all zones. However, the remoteness of the snow zone and 
the vastness of the equatorial zone limit the impact of anthropogenic disturbances across the 
ecosystems. In effect, the influence of anthropogenic habits on wildfire persistence (ΔFRP) is not as 
noticeable for these two zones. The size and location of the warm temperate zone suggest the 
strongest influence of anthropogenic habits on ΔFRP. Whether it's wildfire ignition or effective 
wildfire sequestration, anthropogenic influence in the warm temperate zone can explain the poor 
relationships observed between meteorological variables and ΔFRP.
Impacts of the Köppen-Geiger Climate Classification
The Köppen-Geiger climate classification is based on the climatological observations of 
precipitation and temperature, rather than what is actually on the ground, representing an 
atmospheric approach to classification.  However, temperature and precipitation are only two 
components that dictate the expected fuel loads of ecosystems. The dependence on temperature and 
precipitation observations to determine the Köppen-Geiger climate classification can lead to 
potential discrepancies between predicted and actual land types. In light of these improvements, 
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discrepancies exist between predicted and actual ecosystems. There is a distinct possibility that the 
Köppen-Geiger classifications do not fully represent the actual ecosystems present at specific 
locations. This can misrepresent the behavior of fire and provide false signals in the data used for 
model development. 
Consider for example the great plains of North America, occupying the center of the continent; this 
region is renowned for agricultural production. Not only is there a significant anthropogenic impact 
on the ecosystem, but the natural environment is not properly modeled by Köppen-Geiger. Similarly 
this can be seen in the Boreal forests of Canada, that in reality only enter the United States near the 
northernmost Great Lake (Lake Superior), however the Köppen-Geiger classification shows boreal 
forest reaching as far south as Chicago, IL on Lake Michigan. Along these lines, the impact of 
human activities on ecosystem type have not been accommodated in the Köppen-Geiger 
classification, while this is not specified goal of the classification, the impact of humans and their 
ability to change ecosystem type through fire suppression, agricultural and industrial motivations 
can further the discrepancy between the predicted classifications and actual ecosystems. 
Cross-examining the histograms of precipitation and air temperature (Figure 20) for the Dfc region 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) with the corresponding Köppen-Geiger criteria, detailed in 
Table 3, small discrepancies can be seen. Data for these histograms represent meteorological 
variables during FRP events only, the behavior of precipitation and temperature for non-fire events 
in the Dfc region were not assessed. Still, the precipitation values fall inline with Köppen-Geiger 
criteria. The histogram for precipitation shows the majority of daily values measure less 2 mm per 
day. Furthermore, the majority of fire events occur in the summer months (Figure 21) for the Dfc 
region, furthering the possibility of fulfilling the precipitation criteria. 
The temperature histogram for the Dfc region exhibits some discrepancies with the corresponding 
Köppen-Geiger criteria. The temperature values for the Dfc region satisfy the first criterium of 
Tmin ≤ -3 ºC. However, there are many values greater than 22 ºC which violate the criteria for both 
the Dfc and Dfb regions and suggest a climate classification more akin to the Dfa region (Kottek et 
al., 2006).
In addition to the potential discrepancies between predicted and actual ecosystems, the selection of 
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Figure 20: Histograms of two independent variables (air temperature & total precipitation) for the Dfc region 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The Median of each variable is included in the histograms.
climate regions may have precluded the opportunity for successful modeling. The motivation for 
selection of the nine regions was based on finding significantly different ecosystems where fire 
would be expected. While it is my opinion that the inclusion of the boreal region, equatorial, and 
warm temperate zones provided a significant and distinct scale over which to develop and evaluate 
a model, there is a possibility that other regions could have performed better. The addition of a 
steppe region or broadleaf forest region where fire played a significant land management role, could 
have possibly improved the performance of the model, or exhibited stronger relationships between 
the variables. 
Simply stated, the use of actual, on the ground, land types rather than a climate based classification 
system, have the potential to show more significant relationships amongst the variables leading to a 
better model. However, working on a large global scale, finding a map detailing the actual land 
types is a significant challenge. 
Conclusion
The result of this analysis and model development did not yield any linear model appropriate for 
predicting the behavior of FRP. It is clear from this work that modeling the evolution of wildfire is a 
complex and challenging undertaking. The impact of meteorological variables is undoubtedly a 
significant driver, but the inclusion of other parameters are necessary. Expected relationships were 
observed in the Mann-Whitney U tests however the majority of regions and zones were not suitable 
for modeling. This disproves the first hypothesis, and highlights some issues with the methodology. 
The Bayesian Information Criteria applied to the eligible regions and zones showed a preference to 
FRP0 and moisture variables which confirms the second hypothesis. For the zones, theses two 
variable types were predominant, while regions showed similar preferences that also included air 
temperature and angstrom index. The prevalence of FRP0 and moisture variables was not a surprise, 
rather the absence of movement variables such as wind and air temperature was more surprising as 
these were expected to have a significant impact of wildfire behavior (Golding & Caesar, 2011). 
However, there was important information gained regarding the interrelationships between 
meteorological variables and their subsequent relationship to FRP.  
The performance of different regions highlighted interesting behaviors. After the Mann-Whitney U 
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Figure 21: Graph showing the temporal trends of fire events in the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). 
Generated for the model development data, where each bar represents the number of grid cells with FRP 
measurements.
test selection, there were no remaining regions from the warm temperate ecosystem. Most of the 
regions were selected for the snow ecosystem, and all regions included for the equatorial ecosystem. 
This suggests the significance of the size of the dataset as the remaining regions were also the 
largest. The equally worse linear model generated during the analysis was for the Dfc region 
(Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer) in the snow zone with an R2 value of 0.055. 
It is clear that this approach to modeling is flawed. The prevalence of insignificant relationships is 
confusing. The physical processes and improperly gridded data are not to blame for this 
observation.  Rather, analytical approaches are responsible for the insignificance observed. Namely, 
the ΔFRP calculation that disregards the magnitude of the fire events. The incorrect ΔFRP 
calculation used in the analysis accounts for a significant amount of the uncertainty surrounding the 
results of the model. Appropriately considering the magnitude of the decrease in FRP from one day 
to the next would ideally enable the meteorological variables to better explain the response. Using 
either the proposed ΔFRP calculation (Equation 4) or simple the difference in FRP could correct for 
the insignificant relationships observed. 
Furthermore, the scale of the model is too large. Attempts to model the wildfire evolution on a 
global scale introduces too much noise and inhibits the effectiveness of BIC and linear regression 
modeling. This is primarily tied to ecosystem representation, to account for fuel load and ecosystem 
type. Working on smaller scales and using actual observations of landscape type would allow for 
more homogeneous ecosystems and more appropriate fuel loads. 
Better results could be obtained if future researchers accounted for the magnitude of the change in 
FRP. Furthermore, by focusing on smaller areas, with on-the-ground records of ecosystem type, the 
model will presumably perform better. A better understanding and accommodation for the 
anthropogenic ignition and sequestration habits are poised improved the model and eliminate 
uncertainty. In summary, possible variables to incorporate into predictive models include: natural 
fire extinction (over night behavior), burned area calculations (Giglio, Loboda, Roy, Quayle, & 
Justice, 2009), ecosystem fuel loads (Coen et al., 2013), fire propagation models (Beezley & 
Chakraborty, 2008; Mandel et al., 2007),  anthropogenic mitigation, drought indices, and 
topographic aspect.  All of which are poised to increase the model performance. 
In addition to the added variables that can improve the model and eliminate uncertainty, the 
development of indices and thresholds for meteorological values would be an appropriate focus for 
future research.  Threshold behaviors were discussed earlier for FRP0, dew point temperature, and 
relative humidity.  Determining what exactly these are, and how they differ across ecosystems is 
important to understand before application. Furthermore, proper thresholds and indices would need 
to be determined from year round data for each ecosystem while the data used for this research only 
contained variables from the active fire events. This could be achieved through the comparison of 
time series for precipitation and temperature, similar to those seen for FRP in Figure 19. This can 
show to possibility of similar temporal patterns between the dependent and independent variables, 
or if a lagged relationship exists.
Assuming that an eventual model is developed to effectively predict FRP behavior, the logical next 
step would be to incorporate this information into existing weather models. One application would 
allow for the calculation of black carbon content and ozone particulates expected from the fire 
events. Secondly, accounting for the existing wind models, the potential impact on human health 
from smoke and particulates could provide a greater reaction time to urban areas. Understanding the 
evolution of fire events is a challenge; however, with a changing climate and increasing population, 
the benefits of predictive modeling are significant. 
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Appendix 1: Köppen-Geiger Climate Map
Appendix 2: Mapped Variables
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Figure 23: Map of maximum daily FRP values for the year 2004. Maximum daily FRP value 7.169 W/m2. Resolution of 
the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 24: Map of maximum daily FRP values for the year 2005. Maximum daily FRP value is 16.76 W/m2. Resolution 
of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 25: Map of maximum daily FRP values for the year 2006. Maximum daily FRP value is 5.54 W/m2. Resolution 
of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 26: Map of maximum daily FRP values for the year 2007. Maximum daily FRP value is 5.644 W/m2. Resolution 
of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 27: Map of maximum daily ΔFRP values for the year 2004. Maximum daily ΔFRP values occur around the 
Equator. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 28: Map of maximum daily ΔFRP values for the year 2005. Maximum daily ΔFRP values occur around the 
Equator. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 30: Map of maximum daily ΔFRP values for the year 2007. Maximum daily ΔFRP values occur around the 
Equator. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 29: Map of maximum daily ΔFRP values for the year 2006. Maximum daily ΔFRP values occur around the 
Equator. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 32: Map of maximum daily Air Temperature values for the year 2005. Maximum daily Air Temperature is 45.15 
ºC. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 31: Map of maximum daily Air Temperature values for the year 2004. Maximum daily Air Temperature is 44.35 
ºC. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 33: Map of maximum daily Air Temperature values for the year 2006. Maximum daily Air Temperature is 44.05 
ºC. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 34: Map of maximum daily Air Temperature values for the year 2007. Maximum daily Air Temperature is 44.45 
ºC. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 35: Map of maximum daily Total Precipitation values for the year 2004. Maximum daily Total Precipitation is 
0.7317 m. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 36: Map of maximum daily Total Precipitation values for the year 2005. Maximum daily Total Precipitation is 
0.8605 m. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 37: Map of maximum daily Total Precipitation values for the year 2006. Maximum daily Total Precipitation is 
0.8224 m. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 38: Map of maximum daily Total Precipitation values for the year 2007. Maximum daily Total Precipitation is 
0.7798 m. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 39: Map of maximum daily Relative Humidity values for the year 2004. Maximum daily Relative Humidity is 
97.49%. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 40: Map of maximum daily Relative Humidity values for the year 2005. Maximum daily Relative Humidity is 
97.00%. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
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Figure 41: Map of maximum daily Relative Humidity values for the year 2006. Maximum daily Relative Humidity is 
96.43%. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Figure 42: Map of maximum daily Relative Humidity values for the year 2007. Maximum daily Relative Humidity is 
95.85%. Resolution of the map is 0.5º lat/lon.
Appendix 2: Autocorrelation Tables
Fire Radiative Power Autocorrelation Tables:
Large Scale Precipitation Autocorrelation Tables:
Convective Precipitation Autocorrelation Tables:
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Table 21: Summary of the autocorrelation of 
FRP values for the equatorial zone and 
corresponding regions.
Table 22: Summary of the autocorrelation of FRP 
values for the warm temperate zone and 
corresponding regions.
Table 23: Summary of the autocorrelation of 
large scale precipitation values for the 
equatorial zone and corresponding regions.
Table 24: Summary of the autocorrelation of large 
scale precipitation values for the warm temperate 
zone and corresponding regions.
Table 26: Summarization of the autocorrelation of 
convective precipitation values for the warm 
temperate zone and corresponding regions.
Table 25: Summary of the autocorrelation of 
convective precipitation values for the 
equatorial zone and corresponding regions.
Appendix 3: Independent Variable Correlations
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Table 27: Summary of the correlation coefficients for the independent variables produced from the equatorial zone. 
For variables directly provided by ECMWF, the highest correlation and most significant relationship observed was 
between convective precipitation (cp) and dew point temperature (d) in the equatorial zone.
Table 28: Summary of the correlation coefficients for the independent variables produced from the warm temperate 
zone. For variables directly provided by ECMWF, the highest correlation and most significant relationship observed 
was between large scale precipitation (lsp) and convective precipitation (cp) in the warm temperate zone.
Appendix 4: Scatterplots
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Figure 43: Scatterplots of the five remaining independent variables (soil water content, wind, large scale precipitation, 
dew point temperature, and angstrom index) and their relation to ΔFRP for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool 
Summer). The R2 is reported below each scatterplot, and in all cases R2 is miniscule. 
Appendix 5: Histograms
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Figure 44: Histograms of the six remaining independent variables (FRP, dew point temperature, wind, large scale 
precipitation, convective precipitation & angstrom index) for the snow zone. The Median of each variable is included in 
the histograms. The FRP and precipitation variables exhibit a skewed distribution, while the other variables exhibit 
characteristic normal distributions.
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Figure 45: Histograms of six independent variables (FRP, dew point temperature, wind, soil water content, large scale 
precipitation, convective precipitation) for the Dfc region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The Median of each 
variable is included in the histograms. The FRP and precipitation variables exhibit a skewed distribution, while the 
other variables exhibit characteristic normal distributions.
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Figure 46: Histograms of two remaining independent variables (relative humidity and angstrom index) for the Dfc 
region (Snow:Fully Humid:Cool Summer). The Median of each variable is included in the histograms. The both 
variables exhibit a characteristic normal distribution.
Figure 47: Cumulative histograms of ΔFRP for the Equatorial and Warm Temperate zones with the Median listed. 
Illustrating the skewed distribution of ΔFRP and the majority of values less than 0.2. 
Appendix 6: Box Plots
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Figure 48: Box-plot displays showing the distribution of ΔFRP for five remaining independent variables (soil water 
content, wind, large scale precipitation, dew point temperature, angstrom index) of the Dfc region (Snow:Fully 
Humid:Cool Summer), broken into quartiles. These box-plots help to highlight the trends of the median (black bar) and 
the IQR (the box) of ΔFRP in relation to each quartile of the variable. Possible outliers are represented by those values 
which fall beyond 1.5xIQR (whiskers). In many cases, the possible outliers number so many that it appears as a solid 
black line. Additionally, the median (M) is included along with the min and max values of each independent variable.  
Appendix 7: Mann-Whitney U Test Results
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Table 29: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Af region (Equatorial:Fully Humid). The * 
represents successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left 
to right. An X represents failed U tests where the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group 
is included in the table and for the Af region 8.79% of U tests failed. 
Table 30: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Am region (Equatorial:Monsoon). The * 
represents successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left 
to right. An X represents failed U tests where the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group 
is included in the table and for the Am region 3.29% of U tests failed.
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Table 32: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Csa region (Warm 
Temperate:Summer Dry:Hot Summer). The * represents successful U tests showing statistically different 
groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. An X represents failed U tests where 
the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group is included in the table and for 
the Csa region 41.76% of U tests failed.
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Table 33: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Csb region (Warm 
Temperate:Summer Dry:Warm Summer). The * represents successful U tests showing statistically different 
groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. An X represents failed U tests where 
the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group is included in the table and for 
the Csb region 47.25% of U tests failed. 
Table 34: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Csc region (Warm 
Temperate:Summer Dry:Cool Summer). The * represents successful U tests showing statistically different 
groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. An X represents failed U tests where 
the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group is included in the table and for 
the Csc region 98.9% of U tests failed. 
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Table 35: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the warm temperate zone. The * represents 
successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. 
An X represents failed U tests where the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group is 
included in the table and for the warm temperate zone 35.16% of U tests failed. 
Table 36: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Dfa region (Snow:Fully 
Humid:Hot Summer). The * represents successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- 
sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. An X represents failed U tests where the two groups 
were not significantly different. The size of the each group is included in the table and for the Dfa region 
25.27% of U tests failed. 
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Table 37: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the Dfb region (Snow:Fully 
Humid:Warm Summer). The * represents successful U tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- 
sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. An X represents failed U tests where the two groups 
were not significantly different. The size of the each group is included in the table and for the Dfb region 
16.48% of U tests failed. 
Table 38: Mann-Whitney U test results for every independent variable of the snow zone. The * represents successful U 
tests showing statistically different groups. The +/- sign shows the trend of the median, from left to right. An X 
represents failed U tests where the two groups were not significantly different. The size of the each group is included in 
the table and for the snow zone 10.99% of U tests failed.
Appendix 8: BIC and Modeling
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Table 39: Summary of the linear regression model via 
BIC for the Af region (Equatorial:Fully Humid).
Table 43: Summary of the linear regression model via 
BIC for the Aw region (Equatorial:Winter Dry).
Table 47: Summary of the linear regression model via BIC 
for the Dfb region (Snow:Fully Humid:Warm Summer).
Table 41: Summary of the linear regression model via 
BIC for the Am region (Equatorial:Monsoon).
Table 45: Summary of the linear regression model via BIC 
for the Equatorial zone.
Table 40: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the Af region from the 
linear regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
Table 42: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the Am region from the 
linear regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
Table 46: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the Equatorial Zone 
from the linear regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
Table 48: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the Dfb region from 
the linear regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
Table 44: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the Aw region from the 
linear regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
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Table 49: Summary of the linear regression model via BIC 
for the snow zone.
Table 50: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the snow zone from 
the linear regression with BIC for years 2003-2007.
Table 52: Summary of the linear regression model via BIC for 
the warm temperate zone. 
Table 51: Detailed summary of the best fit line of Fitted 
ΔFRP vs. Actual ΔFRP developed for the warm 
temperate zone from the linear regression with BIC for 
years 2003-2007.
Appendix 9: Computer Script
The R script was responsible for analyzing the data, running the model, and generating the figures and 
tables. 
A copy the script used in the analysis can be found online at the Lund University Publication Database 
at [https://lup.lub.lu.se/luur/download?func=downloadFile&recordOId=4286230&fileOId=4286232]
Alternatively, a version will be hosted on my personal Dropbox at 
[https://www.dropbox.com/s/fau028tp2kthrhx/Demet_2013_NGEM01_Script.R]
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